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Semper respectfully acknowledges that we stand on what always was, and 
always will be, Indigenous land. 
We acknowledge that it is stolen land, and that Indigenous Australians are 
the rightful, sovereign owners of all Australia. 
We acknowledge that the discrimination and genocidal practices that have 
been waged against Aboriginal people since white invasion continue still, 
and for this we are deeply sorry. 
We apologise and express shame over the dispossession, marginalisation and 
attempted genocide of Aboriginal Australians. 
We also apologise and express shame at the Government's refusal to 
demonstrate meaningful regret towards Indigenous Australians. 
We demand an end to all racism in Australia. 
Editors: Hannah Brooks, Renee Dodds 
and Holly Zwalf 
Cover: Patrick King 
Centrefold: Renee Dodds 
The views expressed In Semper Floreat 
are those of the respected contributors 
and are not necessarily held by the 
editors or staff. 
Semper is published by the University 
of Queensland Union. Address all 
correspondence to: Union Complex, 
University of Queensland, St Lucia, 
4067. 
Email: uqsemper@hotmail.com 
Phone: 3377 2237 
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editorial 
for us to look at 
to touch pictures 
creation hit us - my 
us up. You have picked 
I f s two past three. No! Three past two. We have a 
building all of our own. Three computers we huddle 
around because it is cold in here. We put all the 
pages on the wall today - eighty pages. It's good 
them that way. We have stared and stared at these screens trying 
and words. We can now; we can see them. The physicality of our 
God we are hungry and we will eat the placenta. You have picked 
up someone else's mind. We hope you keep it warm. 
We want to be honest with you. We like this job. Indeed we do. It's our secret 
though (so ssshhh). It's damn pleasant and damn exciting. Soon this page will be 
whirling through the printing press. Do you know that the paper bends at 45 degrees 
and only snaps every so often? There are massive pools of colours all shaking and 
swaying together. They become one but not brown like they all did at school... 
Our first launch is on the Thursday (March 7^^) of Recovery Week. Check out the ad on 
the last page for details of who's playing and who's not. We're holding it at the Red 
Room, which is the new bar at UQ. While our decision to hold the launch at uni has 
raised some eyebrows, we feel it's time students stopped shunning their campuses. 
Uni is not a dirty word and St Lucia is not that far away. This distance we have 
constructed between ourselves and our place of learning is a direct result of the 
financial constraints most students live with. We do not stroll and laze about; we 
do not take the time to form relationships with other students. We wear our 
headphones and get things done - quickly. No, no can't talk, can't learn, we have to 
go to work at three o'clock. Hopefully by holding more events at uni, we can begin to 
make this distance smaller. Universities can be our playgrounds not our prisons. 
We feel it is important to encourage our contributors to make a name for themselves. 
This year, at every launch, we will be asking people to read an excerpt from their 
respective submissions. Hopefully by combining music, words and art we can create a 
strong and progressive Semper community. One cannot be separated from the other. 
Please feel welcome to come and see us if you are interested in writing. Our office 
is located in the Union Building (the entrance is next to the hairdressers and 
opposite the CD shop), just ask for Semper at reception. During O'Week we will have 
large red arrows giving directions. We will be holding contributors meeting every 
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Tuesday at 11am. This is a great time for us to meet cont r ibu tors , discuss ideas and 
to hear what you want to write about. Art is much needed so if you have anything we 
could use in Semper or installations for future launches please tell us. Musicians: 
please talk to us also if you are interested in playing at our launches or have any 
work you would like reviewed. 
Primary, our first theme was astoundingly well received. The word has evolved into a 
thousand new meanings. Being our first issue, it was the perfect choice. We wanted 
people to realise the new beginning, to visualise their roots, to fill up with 
information or liquor, to feel their primal selves. The next theme is Borderline. 
Geography, Breakdown, Madonna - what more can we say. 
We wanted to rock the boat, even though we get seasick, we wanted to make waves. 
This year has dawned as an incredibly important year for activism, with the impending 
war on the third world, the brink of revolution in Argentina and, closest to home, the 
refugee crisis. Our role as editors has given us a place to help bring to light the 
blatant racism entrenched in this country. The mainstream media are largely 
responsible for re-inforcing the attitudes of the Australian public, and we believe 
that through independent media such as Semper we can begin the revolution, and hence 
change the world. 
THANK YOU to Pat for saving us. THANK YOU to Mark for teaching, supporting, 
reassuring. THANK YOU to Jesse for life without camera problems. THANK YOU to Beck 
for being Banani. THANK YOU to Lulu for posing. THANK YOU to Jim for living. THANK 
YOU to Renae for the ferry lifts and for last night. THANK YOU to Jason for the 
journey and for making life loveable. THANK YOU to The Book Of Life. THANK YOU to 
'that place in West End' for bringing us together. THANK YOU for voting us in. 
Hannah, Renee, Holly. 
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" All right." Scriassine answered. " Let's make a date." He 
pulled a note-book from his pocket, " I think it's important 
for us to talk over our differences." 
" Let's wait until I get back from my trip," Henri said. 
"You're going on a tnp? News-hawking?" 
** No. just for pleasure." 
"Leaving soon?" 
" Very soon." Henri answered. 
" Wouldn't you cal! that deserting?" Scriassine asked. 
" Deserting?" Henri said with a smile. " Im not in the 
army, you know." With his chin, he pointed to Claudie de 
Bclzunce. " You ought to ask Claudie for a dance. Over 
there . . . the half-naked one dripping with jewellery. She's a 
real woman of the world, and. confidentially, she admires you 
a lot." 
" Women of the world arc one of my weaknesses," Scriassine 
said with a little smile. He shook his head. " I have to adnMt 
I don't understand why." 
He moved off towards Claudie. Nadine was dancing with 
Lachaume. and Dubreuilh and Paula were circling around the 
Christmas tree. Paula did not like Dubreuilh, but he often 
succeeded in amusing her. 
" You really shocked Scriassine I" Vincent said cheerfully. 
" My going on a trip seems to shock damned near every-
one," Henri said. " And Dubreuilh most of all." 
"That really beats met" Lambert said. "You did a lot 
more than any of them ever did. You're entitled to a little 
holiday, aren't you?" 
"There's no doubt about it," Henri said to himself. "I 
have a lot more in common with the youngsters." Nadine 
envied him, Vincent and Lambert understood him. They, too, 
as soon as they could, had rushed off to sec what was happen-
ing elsewhere in the world. When assignments as war cor-
respondents were offered them, they had accepted without 
hesitation. Now he stayed with them as for the hundredth 
time they spoke of the exciting days when they had first moved 
into the offices of the newspaper, when they had sold L'Espoir 
right under the noses of the Germans while Henri was busy 
writing his editorials, a revolver in his desk drawer. To-night, 
because he was hearing them as if from a distance, he found 
new chann in those old stories. In his imagination he was 
lying on a beach of sofl, white sand, looking out upon the blu» 
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I tried to tell 
them about 
Marx and 
Engels, God 
and AngeISp i 
don't even 
know what for. 
But she looked 
good in red. 
sisters of MercM 
At some point the zeros and ones add up. I don't know what to 
good. Who keeps the tally? Who are they? 
But it ain't 
I can see the start of the story now as clear as though it was a bright summer 
dawn. Clear because she's moving out of the smog lying languidly over the 
parabolic bridge. She comes out like if you breed enough microbes they rise 
out of a petri dish. 
Her nails are surgical implants. Her teeth are sharpened. She wears army 
utilities and her head is shaved. Is this the start of the future? It is. It 
is. Yes I see it as though it was this morning. The start of it all. 
She was pregnant. They all were these days. A performance kick and she was 
listening to the music of a generation past. At least. My generation. Did I 
tell you we were the masturbation generation? Oh no. 
The zygote cowboys lived on their neurotransmitters to ride some network 
underlain by rusty steel pylons. They wrote their accounts of that like I'm 
writing this. This is not for the sake of desperation and not for the forests. 
It's for hip hop if for anything. 
And only the beginning. The Monday of a millennial week. The primary colours 
of a far too decadent painting. The initial instant, a first issue. You can 
already tell that what you hold here is something 
new. A birth, first step, a peering into the 
distance where GuiUaume Apollonaire saw unknown 
beings hail us and gather on the horizon. 
It has another name. It is also called the present 
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So you're interested in media... 
well, good luck, m'dear. Brisbane is 
conservative, constant, tabloid... a one-
paper town with a real aussie mayor. 
You can write for The Courier Mail, 
The Queensland Independent, or a local 
suburban. You can delete the curses, 
scratch out the soul and withdraw your 
opinion from a million news articles if 
you can stand it. 
...but you don't have to.. 
Write for 
Semper 
' Start a zine 
. Join the 
Brisbane 
.^  V Indymedia 
\ \ Collective 
YOU HAVE A CHOICE 
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You can find the underground, independent media culture 
in Brisbane if you scream loud enough. We can help you 
get published, or point you in the right direction. !f you 
want to be involved in standing up against the 
mainstream, the corporate and the bland, then become 
part ofthe alternative... 
Semper contributor meetings are every Tuesday 11 am -
12, in the Semper office at UQ. The first Zine Collective is 
scheduled for Thursday 11th April, also in the Semper 
Office at 2pm. Indymedia Collective meets Wednesdays 
at the old Tnple Zed info-shop, 264 Barry Parade, 
Fortitude Valley. Contact baz@techie.com. 
An independent media workshop will be held in the 
Semper office on the Wednesday of Recovery Week, see 
the O'Week guide for details or email Semper at 
uqsemper@hotmail.com. 
These events are open to everybody. We want your 
contributions, input, time. If you want to write or 
contribute art but don't know where to start just come to 
chat and play with ideas. 
Pages 
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Amid popl-tables and scooters, 
tight Levis and Chinos, 
there are blapk and white checks 
receiving compliments galore 
I'm waiting for a friend 
(who secured me employment] 
with Chine-checks, screamin' 
'PULL YOUR FINGER OUT CUNT! 
COS WE'RE ALL OUT OF HOR-KNORS TONIGHT' 
Fuck you, acid house big daddy! 
I don't need this coffee/wine conflict 
In my body so sore and tired 
Amidst a mind sooo secure' 
and a sitch^uation) . ^Q sweet; 
Krishna's celebrate 
to make us wait 
for resuscitation and deliverance, 
from the company of each other 
latter cult ^"'el fams fai l 
and spray cans run out 
in the middle of a hit, 
halting our expressions i 
Yet passing the time. 
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by Pavid CamptieU 
I recentiy had a moment of incredible clarity 
and insight, late on a Sunday night, after a four-
day bender. If you've never done one, I both pity 
and envy you. Who can know the possibilities ot 
human experience unless they've achieved 
those transient heights? 
was lying on Dave's front 
porch, trashed, exhausted, 
happy, when the DJ did a 
smooth mix from the drum'n' 
bass he had been playing for 
^ hours into Bon Jovi's "Dead 
^ ' or Alive". 
He played the whole song and we all sang 
along, even during the bit about riding on 
a steel horse. He then mixed it back into 
the beats. At this stage 1 had an epiphany, 
I can't remember what it was, but damn, it 
is for 
People 
Power 
Protest! 
E N V I R O N M E N T A L A N D I N D I G E N O U S I S S U E S 
Although these two issues are equally important 
and should never be lumped together in a gross 
oversight, they do interlink. Every protest should 
recognise that we are standing on stolen ground. 
Is important that in environmental issues in 
particular, we should also work 
with the indigenous people, 
because the nuclear reactors, J 
uranium mines and forests 
being logged all take place not 
on uninhabited land, but on the 
land of indigenous nations. 'X 
It 
Closer to home, the Highgate Hill Gully is under 
threat from development. Home to many unique 
Australian flora and fauna, the gully te important to 
preserve. It seems ridiculous to spend fortunes 
"greening" the inner city with artificial green spaces, 
while highrises are being built 
over one of Brisbane's last 
remaining areas-of bushland. tf 
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Recently we have seen protests I 
against the nuclear reactor in I 
Sydney, with forty Greenpeace 
protesters proving the lack of 
security around the Lucas 
Heights reactor. Issues such as 
global warming and the refusal 
of countries (including Australia) to sign the Kyoto 
Protocol limiting the emission of greenhouse gases 
will continue to be a focus for environmentalists. 
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^ ^ 2 2 Until the Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people have 
sovereignty over Australia, there 
will always be a reason to 
protest. Before we solve any 
problems, local or international, 
we must first right the wrong of 
over two hundred years ago, 
which is still continued today. 
Indigenous issues will be at the forefront of every 
protest until our government starts to take real 
steps towards reconciliation. 
For those of us fighting for a better world, 2001 was a truly bizarre year. Massive anti-
capitalist protests led to partial victories such as South Africa being allowed to produce 
cheap generic antl-AIDS medicines despite drug company patents. One ofthe strongest 
shows of strength was at the G8 Summit in Genoa, which saw some 300 000 protesters 
take to the streets to speak out against Capitalism. But these high points were 
challenged by the low points, such as the sinking of a refugee boat and the drowning of 
360 refugees. The US bombing of Afghanistan in the so-called 'War against Terror' has 
already killed more civilians than the attack on the World Trade Centre did. And the re-
election of the Howard Government on a right-wing, reactionary platform means that this 
year they will simply continue their agenda of privatisation, racism and militarism. 
However as the new year began, people in Argentina rose up against austerity measures 
forced on the country by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, deposing 
of two presidents in two weeks. The uprising continues as we speak. In Australia we're 
unlikely to see an uprising that will topple the Liberals (more's the pity). But nonetheless 
there will be a lot of action occurring and a lot of issues to focus on in the coming year. 
Here are the primary reasons to protest in 2002: 
THE WAR IN THE MIDDLE EAST 
This is a difficult one to write about, due to the delay between my writing this and you 
reading it. At the moment there isn't really a war at all, the Taliban has been crushed, and 
America reigns supreme. Or at least that is the public perception. In fact, the US continues 
to bomb Eastern Afghanistan and massacre civilians, even in Northern Alliance controlled 
areas. 
In the aftermath of the September 11 attack on the World Trade Centre, the world reeled in 
shock, fear and anger. The US Government siezed this opportunity to manipulate these 
emotions, and launched a "Cold-War" style attacks against the Third World in the name of 
fighting terrorists. By using such a vague and undefined enemy, and with the help of the 
unquestioning capitalist mass media, Washington can now tar with the 'terrorist' brush any 
opposition to the US corporate elite's political and economic domination of the world. 
When one compares the situation today with the Cold War ofthe past, the parallels are 
clear. During the Cold War the US backed a rogue's gallery of military dictatorships and 
authoritarian regimes, providing economic and military aid in return for their subservience to 
US domination, and commitment to fighting 'communism' (code for anti-imperialist 
movements). Washington relied heavily on its puppets to fight the 'war against communism'. 
If they were not up to the task of crushing anti-imperialist movements or found themselves 
threatened, the CIA was enlisted to assasinate popular leaders or overthrow governments. If 
that was insufficient, direct military inten/ention was always an option. TODAY, SIMPLY 
SUBSTITUTE 'TERRORISM" FOR "COMMUNISM". 
On September 20, US President George Bush told Congress "any nation that continues to 
harbour or support terrorism will be regarded ...as a hostile regime". He declared the "first 
war of the 21st Century" will not end "until every terrorist group of global reach has been 
found, stopped and defeated". Washington has long labelled any governments and political 
movements it opposes (or that oppose the US) as 'terrorists'. On November 21, Bush 
reiterated his threat of war: "Afghanistan is just the beginning of the war against terror. 
There are other terrorists who threaten America... We will not be secure as a nation until all 
these threats are defeated". 
Yet it seems people have not taken these comments as a serious declaration of war and, fair 
enough, there does not seem to be a great deal of war activity at present. However the US 
is merely biding its time and, emboldened by the excuse of September 11, is preparing to 
deal the next blow, this time on Iraq and Saddam Hussein. What has been dividing the world's most powerful 
warlords is not whether Iraq should be attacked, but when and how. 
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EDUCATION 
In the last six years the Liberal Government has slashed over $1 billion from the Higher Education budget, cut 
childcare funding by $600 million, abolished ABSTUDY and attempted to introduce up-front fees. This year the military 
will receive at least a $2 billion increase, while every other government department, particularly education, can expect 
more funding cuts. 
These attacks on education and students have meant that our classes are overcrowded, tutorials are nearly 
nonexistent, staff are over-worked and face the constant fear of being sacked, students are working excessive hours 
to support themselves, universities are becoming degree factories, and we are now facing up-front fees. The 
decrease in government funding and the deregulation of education has left the door wide open for multinational 
corporations to come on campus and take control of our education. Our classes in environmental science, 
engineering or economics are 'sponsored' by BMP or Westpac, while classes in indigenous studies and art history are 
dissappearing fast. Over the last few years, academics have reported the impact that corporate 'sponsors' have had 
on research: for example the right to withhold research findings that cast their products in a bad light. The more 
dependent a university is on corporate funds, the less likely it is that it will teach students to question the motivations 
of corporations. Students aren't learning how to be critical thinkers, but Instead consumers and uncritical cogs in a 
machine. It is not because big businesses are good corporate citizens that they deal out money to educational 
institutions. It is a carefully planned move to subscribe people to the views that will ensure the status quo is 
maintained — an accepting workforce and an apathetic consuming population. 
Education in Australia is increasingly based on a concept of user-pays. However it fails to recognise that education 
benefits the whole of society. Where would we be without the teachers, engineers, scientists and nurses of our world? 
This concept relies on the belief that it is solely the individual that benefits from education, and thus it is the individual 
that should bear the cost of that education. In practice, placing the burden of cost on the individual means that only 
the already wealthy can access education. Only the privileged become lawyers or doctors, while the poor, the 
marginalised and the oppressed remain so. A truly public education could be the start of breaking down traditional 
gender and class barriers, thus providing the building blocks for a more just and equitable society. 
Your National Union of Students (NUS) Education Officer is Camille Barbagallo, (03) 9650 8908 / 0413 041083, 
education@nus.asn.au. Join the student bloc on May Day (Ml) to protest against the education cuts and the 
corporatisation of our universities 
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ANTI-CAPITALISM 
"DROP THE DEBT.. NOT THE BOMB. FREE THE 
REFUGEES!" 
Countries such as Britain and Australia will be 
scambling to convert the governments of various third 
world countries at the Commonwealth Heads Of 
Government Meeting (CHOGM). Pressure will be 
applied in order to secure support for the 'war on terror' 
from these countries. This will be held in Coolum on 
March 2 and 3, and wiil be the next target for anti-war 
protesters. 
Many of you will remember the anti-climax after the 
build up to CHOGM last year, when it was cancelled 
due to 'security worries' following the World Trade 
Centre bombing. However there are still many reasons 
to protest at CHOGM. 
Forums such as CHOGM bring together the movers and 
shakers of the present global economic system. As 
such, they are the tools for implementing radical pro-
market measures such as GATS (General Agreement 
on Trade in Sen/ices), which will mean the privatisation 
and deregulation of health, education, communications, 
and even water. 
The official CHOGM '99 statement declares that: "all 
member nations should pursue progressive 
environmental, labour and human rights, but only when 
they do not conflict with the needs of the free market". 
S B ! • 
CHOGM consists of 54 countries with some of the worst 
records of human rights abuse in the world. An Amnesty 
International report last year found that at least 22 of the 
CHOGM countries were guilty of carrying out torture. 
Perhaps the most notorious ruler is Robert Mugabe of 
Zimbabwe (of the famous quote that gays and lesbians 
are "worse than pigs and dogs"), but there are many 
others just as bad. And of course, having John Howard 
opening the event is enough of a reason to protest in 
itself! The peaceful protest will include a rally with 
speakers, street theatre and bands. An amalgamation of 
various groups will be represented, including 
environmental, anti-nuclear, free the refugee, anti-war 
and anti-sexism/racism/homophobia groups. 
Come to the rally outside the Hyatt Regency, Coolum, at 
midday Groups will be meeting at 7am on Saturday (March 2) 
at Roma Street Fomm, and will be travelling on trains, buses 
and carpooling fix)m there to Coolum. Check the website for 
transport and logistic details: www.chogm-action-alliance.org 
Holding a public assembly 
during CHOGM? 
The Queensland Government supports the people's right to free 
speech and right to hold public assemblies. 
A public assembly {whether it is mobile, or not) can be a rally, 
demonstration or an assembly of people in a public place. 
If you are organising a public assembly, you should consider 
whether you need to apply for a notice of permission from the 
Commissioner of Police and any local authority affected 
by the assembly. 
A notice of permission can protect peaceful protesters from laws 
relating to obstruction of a public place. 
The Queensland Police Service works with groups to ensure they can 
hold a peaceful assembly in a way that will not infringe on others 
rights or safety. 
Contact the Major Events Planning Unit within the Queensland 
Police Service during business hours on (07) 3364 4024 to 
apply for a permit to hold a public assembly. 
® 
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REFUGEES 
For some time now, one of the big issues at every anti-
capitalist event has been the refugees. Yet in the past 
two months the situation has 
worsened to the point where it is now 
the foremost reason that many rallys 
are called. Recent events have 
included hunger strikes and suicide 
threats from both adults and young 
children. It was also one of the key 
issues during last year's Federal 
Election, which was ironic seeing as 
both leading parties essentially held 
the same position. Deaths and abuse 
continue in the detention camps. 
Philip Ruddock continues to turn away 
boatloads of people. The Liberals 
continue to use refugees as a 
scapegoat for economic woes, and as 
a way of stirring up racism to deflect 
anger onto the highly vulnerable. The 
latest plan is to PAY Afghan refugees 
to return to their country — the same 
country that we are bombing the hell 
out of. These people are refugees. 
They are seeking refuge in Australia 
to escape violence, poverty and war yet we treat them 
as criminals and deny them their human rights. 
! » . < » 
But at the same time resistance also continues. The riots 
seen at the camps are largely the result of the inhabitants 
having literally no other way to protest their treatment. 
Almost entirely isolated, they have no other way to make 
their voice heard other than by hurting themselves (self-
mutilation, suicide, hunger strikes) or the buildings they 
live in (by setting fire to them). 
Outside the camps groups, like the Refugee Action 
Coalition (RAC) are ensuring that the issue doesn't go 
away. Over the last year and a half, RACs around 
Australia have taken the subject of 
refugees from obscurity to an issue 
that everyone has an opinion on. At 
the moment a bus-load of activists 
are travelling for seven weeks 
visiting all six detention camps. 
Reports from the Freedom Bus are 
incredibly emotional. Natasha Verco 
talks of her experience at the Curtin 
Detention Centre: 'They asked us 
desperately, 'what can we do? I cut 
myself, I drink detergent, I hunger 
strike and still they do nothing, they 
do not listen'. Hassan, the young 
man that did most of the talking said 
'1 am 29 and already I am dead. 
Better to die in a prision in my own 
country than to die so slowly in a 
prison in this country. My 
government is honest - they 
kill you with a gun. Your 
government - they try to kill 
you with a pen. What is left? 
How much longer can we hunger strike?' I said stupidly, 
'it's your choice', not knowing what else to say. Hassan 
said 'there is not choice - your government takes all our 
choice away'." 
Over Easter, activists nationwide will converge on 
Woomera for a four day camp and vigil over the issues of 
refugees. Aboriginal sovereignty and opposition to the 
missile testing site. See HYPERLINK 
http://www.woomera2002.com for more details on how to 
join the protest. 
BOAT PEOPLE 
This has only been a very cursory overview of issues that will be provoking protest this year. It 
is certain that other issues — for example, issues arising from the classic trifecta of racism, 
sexism and homophobia ~ will arise over the next twelve months. 
Such details can be found in many places: leaflets, pamphlets, leftwing papers, websites (such 
as the HYPERLINK http://www.indymedia.org chain, of which there will be a Brisbane one very 
soon), fellow students, academics, and other articles in Semper It is also important to realise 
that all these issues can be connected (as I have done in a small way in this article). To take 
one new slogan and one very old slogan: we are stronger together, and if we don't fight, we 
lose. 
Compiled by Rodney Catling, with contributions by Melissa Wren 
(War in the Middle East) and Camille Barbagallo (Education). 
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There was a time long ago, in a far off 
place... well, no, not quite that far. It 
was at St. Andrews Primary School in 
Ferny Grove. As the story goes, I was 
nine years old when I first met Monica. 
What a sight she was to me! There was 
only one like her, and I first felt the 
constant pangs of a love torn heart. She 
would stand in the sunlight, long brown 
hair, and deep brown eyes, tall and 
beautiful. She was a little older than 
me, at least twenty five years or so, but 
I thought nothing would tear us apart... 
You can think like that and get away with 
it at that age, or so I thought. 
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Monica never knew, 
in reality we were 
, while 
I don't 
an 
I thought 
of course. After all, 
worlds apart. I was 
in Mr. Raffa's grade four class, and she 
was a travelling Christian musician. (I 
learnt last night that she was also an ex-
nun! How 'Sound of Music'!) But to this 
day I would like to see a picture of her, 
to see if she lives up to the great 
memories that I have stored away of those 
days. She taught us how to sing 
she played her acoustic guitar, 
ever remember seeing anyone play 
instrument live before then, and 
she was incredible! The world was never 
more perfect than in those rare times she 
visited us for a special music class. It 
was only those days I was ready on time 
for school, would check my uniform in the 
mirror to see how I looked, and did not 
have to be told to brush my teeth. 
I always expected her to turn up in a 
black limousine with a motorcycle police 
escort, just as the Prime Minister or the 
Jackson Five did on TV. But instead she 
arrived alone, in her beat-up brown station 
wagon, covered in dirt and rust spots. 
Some would have been disappointed, but I 
wasn't. IT WAS HER! IT WAS MONICA! 
I 
But our shining 
love affair was 
tainted. Being 
the great 
socialite I was, 
it was unusual for 
me to be seen 
alone on the 
slopes surrounding 
the oval. But 
after it was 
announced that 
Monica was never 
returning to our 
school again due 
to her commitments 
to performing 
local concerts 
around the 
country, I felt 
identical twins that I 
"You can't iove hier, she's a girl and you're a giri.' 
rejected and wanted to be alone. In 
truth I thought that she had abandoned 
me, that I let her down because I wasn't 
good enough to make her want to come 
back. I was heartbroken, and deep down 
without being told I knew no one would 
understand. How could they? They 
didn't love like I did! I sat alone on 
that green slope under the Eucalyptus 
tree, and with the sticks I found on the 
ground I made the words "I love Monica". 
But unfortunately a bunch of kids saw 
this and began to ask sneering questions 
that I did not have the power or 
understanding to answer. 
"Why are you writing that for?" enquired 
one voice. Another voice asked, "Was 
that the lady who was here? You can't 
love her, she's a girl and you're a 
girl." 
was being sneered and mocked. All of 
them gave me looks of confusion and 
disgust, similar to finding a two-headed 
dog. I was hearing that tone of voice, 
the one every child learns to dread from 
his or her peers: the one reserved for 
freaks and outsiders. I felt I had done 
something terribly wrong. Like most kids, 
I denied it, but in doing so I also denied 
myself. The shame of my apparent wrongness 
flooded over me. 
Now, 16 years later, I pity that girl so 
many years ago, but am also angry with her 
for denying those feelings, which were not 
realised again for eleven years. She knew 
something instinctly and hid it because of 
what others might think. Perhaps the 
little girl within me can smile now, for 
the first time. 
In grade six I got my 'primary kisses', so 
my primary school years were not a complete 
failure. It was with a set of (female) 
had my first 
breakthrough. They 
were a year older 
than I was, and 
therefore much 
wiser as far as I 
was concerned. 
They taught me that 
the trick to 
kissing boys 
properly was 
through practice. 
So one afternoon we 
crept into my 
bedroom and 
'practiced for the 
boys'. I guess any 
excuse would do. 
Mars 
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STFDEXTS 
Tlie Primary 
Focus For 
Universities, an 
outdated notion? 
This year several thousand first-year students will 
walk into the hallowed grounds of UQ with the 
sense that they are entering a first class institution 
that puts the education and well being of 
it'sstudents above all else. These students will be 
greatly mistaken. The last two years at UQ have 
seen almost every faculty undergo a restructure of 
some size, the results of which have led to staffing 
cuts, less frequent and larger class sizes, and a 
change in the value of degrees leaving some worth 
little more than the paper they are printed on. 
Some students are outraged and organise rallies 
and campaigns, others are apathetic and greet this 
news with a shrug and a grunt because they think it 
doesn't apply tp them. 
So how does all this relate to students on a daily 
basis? Perhaps a better question would be, "How's 
your enrolment going?" 
Continual funding cuts to the University by the 
Federal Government have seen enrolments 
streamlined to a web page based system that at 
the best of times is hard to navigate, with 
information hard to locate, and at the worst of times 
contains incorrect information, or the system 
crashes due to high student demand. The only 
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saviour to the student at these times was the 
University Handbook (both Undergraduate and 
Postgraduate) which contained information about 
every subject on offer for the year. This included 
course convenors, pre-requisltes needed, semester 
offered, as well as the blurb about the subject 
which helped to shed some light on the 
meaningless course names and numbers. This 
year however the University has decided to 
combine the Undergraduate and Postgraduate 
handbooks and remove all the important 
information from it. All that remains is a list of 
subject codes for every subject studied at UQ and 
which school they fall under. 
So whilst some students tear out their hair, others 
have decided to go and pay their 
departments/school/whatever a visit and buy a 
department guide which contains the same 
information. These students (if they can even find 
where the offices have moved to following the 
restructure) are told politely that they don't make 
hose anymore and all the information you need to 
know IS on the web. Well that's if the office you go 
to even has staff left to deal with inquiries. 
So where does that leave students? The response 
to this is, low on the priority scale. The University is 
now more focused on how to pay the bills and stay 
afloat than on how to provide students with the 
services and support they need. The startling 
realisation here is that the proverbial shit is about 
to hit the fan and students are now on their own. 
The nightmare can only get worse as the changes 
to the Education Services for Overseas Students 
(ESOS) Act are implemented in Universities around 
the country. This is of particular concern for two 
reasons. The first is that international students are 
placed in a "risk category" based on their racial 
background. American and other white European 
cultures are considered a 'low risk' whilst many 
countries in Asia and the Middle East are 
considered a 'high risk'. The second point is that it 
gives Universities the power to hold students' visas 
and have them deported home within 28 days. 
Paying to study entitles these students no 
privileges and once money has exchanged hands 
there is no way to get this money back. 
So what's a student to do? How does one wake 
from the nightmare that tertiary education has 
become? My response: be informed, be involved, 
and be active. Be informed of your rights, and 
what to do when your education comes under 
threat. Be informed of the issues as they come to 
light, don't think it doesn't concern you because it 
does. Be involved in the fight against the 
government's cuts to education; lend your voice to 
"So how does all this relate to 
students on a daily basis? Perhaps 
a better question would be, 
'How's your enrolment going?" 
many voices fighting for your rights. Spread the 
word, help your fellow students and fight for a free 
education.Be active and help send a message to 
the University that we are the reason they are here, 
without us and our deferential MEGS debts they 
would close their doors. 
It's time to focus once more on the student, to 
provide help, support, and a quality education to all 
those who ask. Only by keeping these, our primary 
principles will the University and the government 
begin to right all the wrongs they have done. 
Aaron Marsham - Acting Education Rights Officer 
Education.union@mailbox.uq.edu.au 
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Velvet Underground record on - ever. I'm not 
naive. It doesn't mean I haven't heard much, but I 
don't seek it out. I never buy it. I never buy 
anything." 
Although Life Without Buildings have become 
massively popular, Sue tells me that they are not 
yet supporting themselves through their art. "In 
fact, I can't support myself at all. I'm skint. I'm a 
nanny! I look after a baby. That's my new job. I 
like it. Actually, nanny...that's a real exaggeration. 
I hold a baby for about three hours a day two times 
a week." 
"And let's get this straight," says Will, "as well, this 
has only been going on for about a month. Before 
that you hadn't had a Job since nineteen ninety..." 
"The dental nurse. I was a dental nurse, I was a 
dental nurse." 
'*How many days?" asks Wiil. 
"Twenty." 
"So twenty days since 1994." 
"I can't work! I don't like working. I don't like it. I 
don't suit Jobs. I can't waitress at all, I can't make 
coffee, I can't pull a pint, I can't do website design, 
I've got to find something 1 can do." 
It's strange, but Sue talks exactly like she sounds on 
their album. It's a pastiche of exclamations and 
repetition, almost as if she repeats things not for 
any one else but for herself. It's not self indulgent 
or exclusionary, nor is she off with the fairies: it's 
more as if every word she utters is a discovery in 
itself. 
She proceeds to recount a story for everyone's 
enjoyment. "A girl called Julia in Sydney came up 
to me in a pub and we ended up talking. She came 
up to me and the first thing she said to me just like 
out of the blue at like 3am in the morning was, 'I 
saw you today/and I went,'Did you? Oh! Did you! 
Oh! That's nice, hi, where was it?' and then she 
looked a bit sort of embarrassed and said,'I saw you 
today you were like...' and I said, 'Yeah I must have 
been drunk or something. Was I a bit red or eating 
a hamburger or something ?' and she was like 'No I 
saw you' and by this stage she looked like she must 
have told a really bad joke or something. But, I get 
it, I get it." 
At least Julia deciphered the lyrics correctly, unlike 
the seeming hoards of people who for some reason 
think that Sue, in their single New Town, sings 
'looking in your as?' instead of'looking in your 
eyes'. "This is awful. I, at one point, I went (points 
to eye). I started acting! I wanted to say to 
everyone, not that it matters, but I'm not looking 
up anybody's ass," Sue says, laughing exasperated. 
I'm interested to l<now why they have continually 
attempted to smash the art- band tag that has been 
so persistently attached to them. Sue says, "I don't 
want to smash it. I don't think there is anything 
wrong with being related to art. As long as you 
never play in galleries, I don't think it's a bad thing." 
"When we started up there was this trend, this 
horrible trend of London artists starting these 
horrible joke bands which had some kind of project 
idea," begins Robert. It's all just totally foul and 
they're not interested in music, they're interested in 
furthering their careers by doing this, by infiltrating 
pop, basically, and we Just wanted to make a 
distinction between us and that. We were like 
'we're just a band,' but, no, we probably went 
against It too much because i've got no problem 
with us being related to art or whatever." 
The more they talk the clearer it is that they are 
not an elitist band. They don't want to be. They 
want their music to be for everyone, not just a 
select few who 'understand it'. They all begin 
sharing their delighted surprise at Australians they 
have met on the tour who enjoy their music. 
"I was speaking to some people in Sydney and this 
one guy, he was a builder. I think it's really cool 
that we attract people from all sorts," says Chris. 
"We asked one guy where he worked and we 
thought he was going to say he worked in a record 
shop or something but he said I work in a print 
factory," says Robert. 
"Oh! These people were amazing - these two guys I 
met in Sydney. They were a bit older. One of them 
was sort of maybe 15 or something and one was 
about 35 but they were, like, one was unemployed, I 
think, and the other one was a plumber and they 
just, not judging people, you know, but Just sort of 
like, they said they'd heard, they'd listened to JJJ a ' 
lot, so it seems like JJJ..." 
The mere mention of JJJ resounds in grimaces and 
protests from the Australians present. It is the 
Bundaberg? There's a town called Bundaberg? We've had the shocking 
usual accusation levelled at JJJ: that it has become 
too mainstream. Robert, it seems, really has been 
paying attention to Australian culture. "On JJJ 
there is quite a lot of mainstream stuff but when 
we were listening to it they played Green Velvet 
and you wouldn't hear that in Britain at all - you'd 
hear it on a specialist dance show at two o'clock in 
the morning. And then also every city seems to 
have a really good community station," says Robert. 
"People are more exposed to more good music over 
here on the radio because in Britain the radio 
situation is absolutely dismal. There's only really 
Radio One: it's the only kind of nationwide station 
that plays pop music." 
Will tells me, "a crowd like last night, that's our 
London crowd and that's our biggest crowd in 
Britain." I'm surprised to hear that - I thought they 
would have a huge loyal following. I ask them, I 
must, why didn't they play the last song on their 
album, the ethereal Sorrow? 
Sue tries to explain: "I don't know what we thought 
about the gig but I think we would have played it at 
a different gig. There was a point when I thought 
'are we going to do it?' but it didn't feel right or 
something." Oh no! Perhaps our enthusiasm shot 
us in the foot. Were we too Jumpy? Should we 
So there are no community stations ? 
"Very few places, not in Glasgow," says Robert. 
"Even those stations aren't really music stations." 
"London's the only place with like independent 
radio or pirate radio. There's like a station that 
plays independent music called XFM and then they 
won a really big sort of money license to have a 
ful! time station and then they just went 
completely mainstream on it. They sold loads of 
advertising and suddenly they were Just like Radio 
One with what they kinda call alternative music 
that is suddenly Just all over the radio," Will 
complains. 
"In Britain it seems to be like a money generating 
profit circle between the bands that are funded by 
publishers that are also funding the radio stations 
that are funding the magazines that are coming 
out. Warner has been thinking about buying out 
NME, has bought it out," Chris explains. 'The 
interesting thing is that it's so blatant now that I 
think there will be a reaction to that." 
It seems that so far Life Without Buildings have not 
been caught in this circle. They have been played 
on Radio One - six times when their first single 
came out, but only occasionally since then. As for 
their audiences, Life Without Buildings have played 
some big gigs: "We played a gig to 650 people in 
Athens and to 500 one time in Germany but that 
was like a free gig. It was like a two-year 
anniversary party of some club - it was nothing to 
do with us," says Will. 
"In Exeter 1 think we played to about six people 
and, uh, two of them left. I really remember 
looking at them and then they just walked out...so 
six went down to four," says Sue giggling. 
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have sat down? Chris inadvertently makes it 
worse: "With Sorrow you really need to be into it to 
play it." They assure me that this is not a dig at 
Brisbane. They have in fact immensely enjoyed 
their stay here. 
The night carries on, more wine and secrets are 
spilled, frangipanis exchanged. I end up taking Will 
and Chris to the only place in Brisbane you really 
could take International rock stars: Ric's. Walking 
back to their hotel Will confesses that he had three 
dreams as a child, "one - lose my virginity, two -
get out of Glasgow, three - make a record." Indeed. 
Looking up at the Story Bridge he tells me what a 
"glamourous" city Brisbane is. Smiling as I walk, all 
I can think is any other city, any other city. 
drink. A town! We should play Bundaberg! We should go to Bundaberg! 

with the less^aggressiv^hoppmg-gene, or will 
mummy be asking the geneticists to make her 
daughter a genetically modified super-shopper? 
These tough decisions will have to be made at 
the dinner table with the mother-to-be and 
daddy's mother's reference of credit-card bills on 
hand, to give a fair estimate of best or worst 
circumstances based on previous family spending 
and debt history. Perhaps there will be genetic 
altering required to enable the women of 
tomorrow to live a debt-free life yet shop till she 
drops, and since the propensity to 'gather' made 
woman what she is today, the age-old timeless 
craft of such should always be enhanced, 
naturally and scientifically, all in the name of 
mankind. 
Simon Drake 
Editor's note 
Please note that we, the editors, have already 
(pre-print) received negative feedback over this 
article. At no point did we envisage this article 
would not be taken ironically. It is our stand that 
women today are still forced into negative 
stereotypes that are considered 'acceptable'. The 
subconscious attribution of these traits to 'nature' 
and genetics is constantly reinforced through the 
media and advertising and reflected in society. 
At one time women were fighting against the 
stereotype that It was 'natural' (or linked to 
genetics) that they stay at home and tend a family. 
It is no longer acceptable to consider the 
'housewife role' as genetic. However, the same 
prejudices remain today, with the hidden 
stereotypes of consumerism and body image that 
women face. Today we are fighting against the 
stereotype that it is natural (or linked to genetics) 
for women to 'look good'. We believe this article 
opens up the hidden discourse of the relationship 
between the consumerism stereotype and the way 
it is perpetuated through the media as being 
instinctive and 'natural'. 
You may laugh at the picture on the previous 
page, but keep in mind it was found in a medical 
book from the mid-sixties and at the time was 
meant to be taken quite literally. As women we 
have come a long way from the kind of 
stereotypes that were enforced in that era. But 
the stereotypes we face today are just as 
entrenched and perhaps even more dangerous 
because they are not often openly considered. 
There will be a response to this article in the next 
issue by the Women's Officer. 
The Editors. 
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Buy a textbook 
and you could 
Purchase your textbooks 
at American Book Store 
and enter the draw to win 
a weekend for two at 
Couran Cove Island Resort 
- recently judged 
Australia's best 4 H star 
resort. 
Entry fornn 
Name: 
Tel: 
E-mail: 
American Book S t o r e 
173 E l i z a b e t h S t , Br i sbane 
Tel: 3229 4677 Fax: 3221 2171 
info@americanbookstore.com.au 
WE WELCOME YOUR ENQUIRIES AND 
ORDERS 7 DAYS A WEEK. STUDENT 
PRICES, PROMPT SERVICE: 
MAIL/WEBSITE ORDERS WELCOME. 
WWW.americanbookstore.com.au 
AMERICAN 
BOOK STORE 
P53(fiMCove 
liland Report 
Coinpeuition closer. April 15, 200.?. Winner w U l b^ -
notified by telephone or email. Entrv forms must be 
accornpan.ied by a valid* receipt from the American 
Book Store (*textbook/s purchased from Arr,erit:an Book 
Store .^2002). Photocopied entry forms/receipt.^-
wUi not be accepted. Return your con,pleted entrv 
term to American Book Stor^ to enter the draw ' 
\ 
^ 
It Is said that in politics a week is 
a long time - tliree montfis, 
therefore, must seem like an 
eternity. The problem with this is 
that we easily forget the crimes of 
those in political power and 
forgetting, I believe, is tantamount 
to condoning and forgiving. To 
forget the way that the current 
Federal Government came to 
power for its third term makes us 
all complicit with its racist tactics. 
I am therefore writing in 
order to ensure tliat we 
are reminded what an ugly, 
racist campaign was 
fought over the 2001 
Federal election. 
Six months before the November 
Election the Howard Government 
was In a bad way. Much of the 
Australian public was upset over 
the economic rationalist policies 
which were screwing a great deal 
of the country via the GST, 
privatisation, funding cuts to the 
welfare system and the continued 
demonisation of welfare 
recipients. Six months later, 
however, all had changed - John 
Howard's beloved America had 
been attacked by terrorists and 
refugees had boarded a leaky 
boat and made the terrible 
mistake of asking for Australia's 
help while stranded sinking in the 
middle of the ocean. Suddenly 
our external 'enemies' had become very visible, 
and this visibility made them ripe as a target for 
Australian insecurities and as political ammunition 
for a desperate government to exploit. 
Xenophobia and its accompanying racist 
manifestations are sadly all too familiar within 
Australian history but it is depressing that even in 
the year 2001 those in Federal Government were 
willing to utilise racist campaigns for easy political 
mileage. Racism appeals to an individual's most 
basic fears concerning identity and security, and 
for those reasons highly emotive reactions are 
created when racial politics are enacted. It 
creates a situation which bonds us as a nation at 
one level and yet divides us at another. A visible 
HOWARD 
RACIST 
HO 
COWARD 
WARD PLAYS THE RACE CARD 
TO WIN 
BY JEN SMITH i v 
IMAGES BY ANDREW MERRY • 
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external (or internal) 'enemy' such as the 
refugees or other minority groups (like the Jews 
in Nazi Germany) holds us together as a nation 
because we know what we are not. For 
politicians it is easier if they target an 'enemy' or 
'other' group that is disenfranchised and lacks 
voice and power. Because without a voice they 
are unable to fight back. The refugees, 
therefore, are perfect for using as an 'other' 
group because they have no rights in this country 
and they have fled from their own homes. They 
therefore have almost no voice in order to fight 
back against governments that liken them with 
terrorists and make them out to be selfish 
criminals. 
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Something I realised fairly recently Is that 
there is no such thing as adulthood. A myth 
that I believed when I was in primary school, 
high school, uni and even in the workforce 
was that those older than me would always be 
the ones who'd know the answers, who'd take 
the Initiative and who'd know what to do. 
As lazy as I like to be, I am discovering that to 
live a really happy and fulfiling life It's just not 
as easy as this. The primary source of self 
satisfaction is through taking control of one's 
own life. But as well as this we must also 
remember that we don't live on our own 
private planets (although sometimes, 
metaphorically, we might!). 
Whether thinking locally or globally, whatever 
we do in our lives is connected to everything 
that Is around us. Now this not only goes for 
other humans but also all other life forms -
animals, trees, bugs etc. While we are able to 
make empowering life decisions as individuals 
relating to our comfort, education, 
opportunities and experiences, we are also 
making the same decisions for our 
surrounding communities and the 
environment. 
Something that I learnt in my days of primary 
socialisation was that "what goes around 
comes around" or "you get what you're giving". 
What we as humans have forgotten is that 
ft^*;iJt<SjA- .•,•'•'1 ri£i,.ffiiiimii i 
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these sayings relate not just to the 
relationships between people, but to the 
relationships between all life forms. All of 
nature is included in our communities. If we 
treat the earth badly, it will treat us badly -
maybe even through bushfires, earthquakes (if 
ypu believe this) or more directly through 
polluted water or high salinity in the soil. 
My point is to remember that our primary 
source of life is with nature. There is no 
denying this. Humans may Indeed be 
forgetting where things come from. I heard on 
the radio a while ago that a survey of primary 
school children in New York asked something 
like "Where does milk come from?" and most 
of them said - "the corner store"! What ever 
happened to the poor bloody cow?!! Or the 
farmer, the transporters, those working in the 
factories - packaging, pasteurising, 
homogenising. And this is still a reasonably 
primary produce. Can you imagine the 
processes behind other more complex foods? 
We blame industries for their foul practices 
and politicians for their foul decisions. But 
what about our own foul decisions through 
consumption? What about our* own 
empowerment? Our own sense of giving to the 
world? And what about the poor bloody fowl?! 
Haven't we seen the pictures of battery hens, 
stuck in a cage with the dimensions of an A4 
piece of paper? Yet many of us still buy the 
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eggs that are produced there. 
There are alternatives to supporting harmful 
industries and they don't have to be 
expensive. Here are a few very simple tips -
* Buy the more primary produce, avoid 
unessessary packaging and processes that 
often simply take away the goodness of our 
foods or pollute nature. 
* Say NO to plastic bags. Buy locally 
produced goods, minimising transport energy 
use. 
* Say NO to genetic engineering and food 
irradiation (lets hope the plant doesn't happen 
at Narrangba!). 
* Say NO to over-used synthesised herbicides 
and pesticides - you can do this by buying 
organic and always looking for the labels that 
say "GE-free" etc. 
* READ LABELS, READ LABELS, READ 
LABELSIIl 
If you want to do even more, then try getting 
involved with campaigns. They are very 
accessible. It just takes initiative. 
These are just a few examples regarding the 
food we eat. There are many more. But we 
must remember that everything we do, every 
little thing that we consume or dispose of, is 
part of nature. Recycling is a start, but it's 
definitely not where it ends. Every little 
improvement adds up. Take the initiative and 
look after nature - our primary source of life. 
Adulthood is a myth. We are always growing 
and changing. It is up to us. So lets 
contribute to living in happy, giving and 
considerate environments and communities. 
Care for nature and nature will care for us. 
Fresh and cheap organic produce is available 
on UQ campus every week through ECOBUG 
- the organic food buying group. For details 
contact Vaun at <frisby_d(ghotmail.com> or 
phone 3846 6697. 
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Activists from around the country converged on Canberra 
between 18th-28th January for celebration, 
remembrance, direct action and skill sharing to mark the 
30th anniversary of the Aboriginal Tent Embassy The 
longest living protest site in Australia, the Tent Embassy, 
opposite Old Parliament House, continues to be a focal 
point for radical indigenous activism. It was established 
on 26th January 1972 after the McMahon Liberal 
Government rejected land rights in favour of leasing land 
to Aboriginies and gained intemational attention due to 
police brutality against it. 
The Tent Embassy is the only site recognised 
internationally as representing the grassroots struggle for 
Aboriginal Sovereignty and will remain in Canberra until 
this demand is achieved. This is not too likely with the 
current Howard regime, whose idea of 'reconciliation' is 
to build a purely tokenistic 'Reconciliation Square', 
complete with trendy 'Reconciliation Caf6', just down the 
road from the Embassy It is clearly designed to 
undermine the Embassy's status^ 
as a focal point for autonomous / "We need to 
indigenous activity. Given 
the lack of steps towards 
genuine reconciliation by 
the Liberals, it is easy to 
see why the Tent Embassy 
is completely opposed to 
such a cynical public 
relations job. 
learn from 
indigenous people in 
order to discover 
solutions to the 
world's social and 
environmental 
problems" 
The vitality of the Embassy as an organising hub was 
demonstrated powerfully over the weekend of 26-27 
January, when 250-300 indigenous, environmental and 
social justice activists gathered to participate in a 
'celebration of culture, food, music, dancing, storytelling, 
workshops, skill sharing, art, traditional indigenous 
culture and love'. Activists attended above all to show 
solidarity with indigenous struggles around the country 
and to find oul what fonn the campaign for indigenous 
sovereignty would take over the next year and how they 
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could participate. As Oily, an environmental activist from 
Monash Uni, put it, 'we came because January 26th 
shouldn't be a day of celebration - indigenous people still 
don't have sovereignty over Australia'. 
Since all environmental campaigns in Australia 
necessarily take place on Aboriginal land, learning about 
Indigenous culture and protocol was an important part of 
the weekend, as it is only on this basis that trust and 
understanding can be built between indigenous 
communities and non-indigenous activists. For Oily, 
attendance at the anniversary 'fitted in with our 
environmental activism - we need to learn from 
indigenous people in order to discover solutions to the 
world's social and environmental problems'. 
A talking point throughout the weekend was the urgent 
need for a broad-based campaign against all aspects of 
the nuclear cycle. The Roxby Downs and Beverly 
uranium mines, as well as the proposed nuclear waste 
dump and new uranium mine (Honeymoon) in South 
Australia are not on uninhabited land, but on the land of 
local Aboriginal nations. 
The spirit of the weekend was one of unity between 
different struggles. Whether laughing at the Liberals 
during an MUA song or painting pro-refugee banners and 
placing 'Escaped Refugees - Welcome Here* posters at 
the campsite, there seemed little doubt that we were 
participating in a common struggle against oppression 
and exploitation everywhere. There was also a spirit of 
militancy and defiance, exemplified by the 
reappropriation of an Australian Coat of Arms from Old 
Pariiament House, which resulted in a confrontation with 
the police. Activists left the weekend inspired and 
energised for a big year of successful activism against 
the nuclear cycle, and for indigenous sovereignty, forests 
and refugee rights. 
Matt Skellem 
National Union of Students National Environment Officer 
Extracts 
From the 
Biography of 
m> jK4A••^ 
"Smu 
Spanning the years 
from his birt] 
to his mysterious 
disappearance at 
the age of 
twenty-seven. 
jlton was the only baby In history ever to come out smiling. As he passed out of the birth canal 
i a few times, spat out a large mouthful of amniotic fluid and decided the world looked quite nice. 
~ looked at the midwife and gave her a bit of a grin. If the truth must be known, she was an ugly old 
56 mouth had caved in from smoking too much, but her's was the first human face Milton had ever 
n_d he thought it was beautiful. 
i^e midwife had lived in the world with other people for forty-two years and knew that shutting your 
nu howling was the only sensible reaction to the whole thing. Other babies seemed to understand 
't Milton was obviously going.to need help. She gave him a bit of a slap and advised his parents to 
m tested. 
Vhen Milton was five his mother did take him to see a specialist, because he still hadn't started to 
3lk. 
"We're very worried," she said. 'Tm beginning to think he might be an idiot." 
&talist was an expert in his field. He nodded and prodded the back of Milton's throat quite roughly 
ddle pop stick. 
[ wasn't that Milton was incapable of talking. There was just nothing he particularly wanted to say. 
-)und the condition of oeing horizontal quite pleasant. Three things you could never do while you 
i o n t a l were fall over, bump into things and attempt suicide by leaping off tall structures. Milton 
rtj^ral vertical'people who did all these things quite regularly and none of them seemed any happier 
•feslso liked to look at the patterns mildew made on ceilings. When his mum left his pram in the yard 
'd at the sky. He would watch the clouds and migrating birds on their way to Africa, It was beautiful. 
Dh dear, • Milton's mother said to the specialist. She produced a tear. Milton loved his mother and 
It to make her unhappy He decided he would have to get up and start saying things. He had 
J people having conversations and thought he could just about manage it. They talked about 
illnesses, people they didn't like, things they'd bought, things people on the television had bought, 
Ifai were on the television and the illnesses of people they didn't like who were in movies. 
They also asked each other how they were. One of them would say, "Hovy are you?" and then the 
other one would say "I'm good, thanks," and then the first person would say "that's good." It all seemed 
quite strange to Milton, but he was willing to give ii a go. He got up out of his pram. 
"Hfello MuQi," he said. "How are you?" "' - ., 
"I'm good, thanks, Milton," said his mum. Then she broke down and cried. 
"I'm so glad you're alright," she solpbed. < ' 
"Yes, I'm good thanks, Murn," said Milton, "How are you?" •• ' . 
"I'm good.'How are you?" ' , ' ' : 
"I'm good too." , • ^... j | -^  
"That's good." " . • ^:>M^-Vi l,;:':;!^^ 
Milton decided he could probably manage this after all. y.-'S'0':-' I vJ I :^ X^C^ H^> 
Milton and his father didn't see much of each other when Milton ' W ; ^ •^ ^ "' 
was growing up because his father spent a lot of time out in the back . ; S i : ' ' ' 
garden weeping. At the age of twenty-two, overcome with an ' ' v-lSI' ^ > 
ovenwhelming sadness at his oWn helplessness in the face of the tragedy , ./-j : . . ] y -; 
of the world in general, Milton's dad had decided to kill himself. Only, / .;;;;' •'; 9 
being of a nervous disposition, he qouldn't quite work up the courage to 
do it on that particular day and resolved to die tragically tomorrow! 
• ' The next day it was his indecisiveness thai got th^ better of him, -/^^ i* ^ i ; 
and as evening fell he was still standing in the back garden, fingering a ; ^ " 
rope, a razor and rat poison/He tried doing Eenie Meeriie Miney Mo,' . '%,.„„ 
then'bestoutof three,! but he still couldn't decide. ^^^-..--^ 
On the following days he failed to kill himself for the following . > " • i 
reasons: his sense of politeness, bad weather, a bank holiday, not 
wishing to overburden his work colleagues, his fear of the dark, and his inability to tie a good knot. He went 
on like this for thirty years, inadvertently emigrating, getting married and fathering a son along the way. 
Milton's dad never really did anything, because it was all pointless when he'd be dead tomorrow. 
He liked to feel the garden grow up between his toes. Milton and his Mum harvested the vegetable crop 
from around his dad's armpits. They supposed it was the tears that kept the ground so fertile. 
Sometimes Milton would go and visit his dad and watch him sitting on the ground with the rope, 
razor and rat poison. His dad, misty-eyed at the thought of Milton being fatherless and destitute, would 
decide to indulge the boy and make him happy on his last day on earth. They didn't have much use for the 
rat poison, but the razor was good for carving animals out of wood, and they could tie the rope from a tree 
to make a swing. 
At the end of the game, Milton's dad would cry a little and stroke his son's head. Then Milton would 
wait until it got dark and his dad decided the light wasn't right to kill himself tonight, and they would both go 
in for tea. It was a strange sort of life, but Milton was perfectly happy particularly if tea was roast potatoes 
and peas with a white sauce. 
The other boys at Milton's school must have liked him a lot because they followed him around 
everywhere. Sometimes they called out "Hey, dumbarse." Mostly they just liked to push him over. A boy 
called Roger Little gave Milton a shove in the chest and he fell on his back in the mud near the incinerator. 
He could see clouds and incinerator smoke drifting in the sky above him. It was beautiful. 
Milton's mother and father's house was near the beach. Milton saw a lot of television shows where 
people walking along beaches found bottles with messages inside them. However hard he looked, he had 
never found a bottle with a message inside it. Although one day he found a bottle with a message on the 
outside of it. The message said "Home Brand Tomato Sauce. 300ml. Ingredients: tomatoes, sugar, salt, 
food acid (260), spices. Refrigerate after opening." It all sounded quite mysterious to Milton. He wondered 
what it meant. 
Under a bridge near Milton's house there lived a man who had a shampoo bottle tattooed on his 
forehead. Milton went down to visit him. 
'm thinking postmodern existentialist parable for a post-Christian culture." 
"Hello," said Milton. "How are you?" • -^  
"I know what you're thinking," said the man. "You're looking at my tattoo of nourishing Floral 
.es by.Jackson&Jackson, deeply penetrates to moisturise from the root to the tip, for shiny hair that 
eps on shining. Aren't you?" 
"Well, yes," said Milton. 
"Don't be embarrassed," said the mian. He showed Milton the backs,of his hands, which were 
)6 with bottles bf nail polish. Each fingernail was painted to show a sample of a different colour. 
"Here's Night in Paris, for that sensual gloss, Coral Pink, for colour that lasts and lasts. L'Udicrous, 
se I bloody well deserve it." ^ 
Milton looked at the man for a moment. "Why do ypu have pictures of these things on your skin?" . 
'n threw back his head and laughed. Milton could see the back of his throat. It had a bottle of 
Bsh tattooed on it. 
"My Skin!" said the man. "It's not mine.. It belongs to the Axon Corporation. I'm part of the new ^ 
am. Corporate sponsorship of the poor." ' 
"that's awful," said Milton. '' . 
] "Are" you a communist?" said the man.-
< "No," said Milton. 
"I am," said the man. "Workers of the world.unite! They've taken out some spacie on me too. 
lis no'money in leftist politics these days. Look, they could only afford my buttocks." 
"Hmn," said Milton.,It seemed like the only appropriate thing to say., 
lunately the man had a very peachy botto/n that made Che Guevara's face look like he had a bad 
bf mumps. • . , ' , ' , ' 
I "You're"a nice kid," said the man. "You might w^nt to go into business one day. I've got some areas 
fet aren't selling. My arrripits, for example. If you ever need some promotion,, you can have it for free, 
do you say to that?" 
I "Thank you," said Milton. It was a generous thing to do. 
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Milton's mother had always said she hoped he'd grow up to become a doctor or get a job in a 
a sense, Milton had now done both these things. Every morning he got up at five o'clock, put on 
I alls and vacuumed the carpet in the bank. Then he went across the road and scrubbed the floor in 
jpital. He also cleaned the toilets and disinfected the bedpans. 
One day two famous filmmakers were sitting on a bench in the hospital corridor, waiting to see a 
, actress who was in detox. Milton didn't know that they were famous filmmakers, only that their feet 
1 the way of his scrubbing. 
"Upsy Daisy," he said. 
imakers lifted their feet. Being filmmakers, they were always on the lookout for people's life stories 
3r. While Milton scrubbed underneath them, they asked him to teii them about his life. 
"It's got definite possibilities," said one. "I'm thinking postmodern existentialist parable for a post-
in culture. 
"Yes," said the other one. "The idiot-savant philosopher in a fairytale for the new millennium. A sort 
st Gump meets The Little Prince." 
'Meets Jesus of Nazareth." 
'Absolutely." 
'Hmn," said Milton. He had no idea what they were talking about 
^ few months later the filmmakers came back and told Milton that parts of his life story lacked 
y. In order to make it more believable, they were going to have to make some of it up. That's why 
5re writing in a love interest. They introduced him to Gloria Winslow, the actress from detox, who 
ing to play the woman with whom Milton fell deeply and obsessively in love. 
"Hello Milton," Gloria purred as she shook his hand. Milton's knees went wobbly. He was starting to 
)ve with her already. 
Milton went down to visit the man under the bridge, and asked if he could take up his offer. The 
;nt away for a few days, and when he came back he had two new tattoos. One of his armpits said, 
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UQ Kung Fu Club 
uuujuLJ. uqkungfu.org 
M^^Ji 
*^S^^«rf™ *^ r:;- "•'-•'.vV '"'.>''• Ji,- ' •.-v''-',' tv 
•"ft. .I- f.,/" 
'X ' - i 
Club of the Vear, 2001 
First lesson FR66 
Conlioct Brent ot uqkungfu^hotnaolLconn 
si. siJ^ 'K 'ikli:^d.'d'i.'^i^ld(yiMi^i^^% 
^'il"^''i. u I.'.. iV %>'"i a "^ ' - . I JU! -* - ^ . . - j / 
1 JW&MJ^^'IVM*l-'Ait. '" I 
* • « . • 
7iiSuMU..'.iW>^'.J. V*« i.i 
K u n g F u : Monday i'OO-litOOpriv V'.'ftdnftsday 5:30-7-30prj-,. Saturday 9:30-11 rSOair 
^ a i C h i : '/vednesday C:30-6;30prri. Saturday 9:30-(0:30am 
Venue: Martial Arts Cyin 
She told me I should have written it 
differently 
She told me this in front of the 
whole class 
My grade two teacher was mean 
Picture by 
Clayton Schutt 
Primary 
angst by 
Hannah 

supposed 
to feel 
seq6re as 
a sensual 
woman if 
you areni 
readyto 
commit, 
roger! 
roger!?" 
are you 
listeninq 
tome? 
- why do 
you 
always 
pry me 
me mary? 
Roger me fr*E style 
Marion Isobel 
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WQmii 
QET MYQinWEm Helena Rose 
The Disabilities Area celebrates 
diversity and recognises students 
with a disability as individuals with 
unique qualities and attributes. It 
acknowledges humanity first and 
the meeting of any needs 
associated with disabilities, 
impairments or special needs as 
being essential for social 
development and academic 
progress through tertiary studies. 
Come along to a collective 
meeting and meet like-minded 
people, from a variety of 
backgrounds, to share your 
thoughts, feelings and ambitions! 
There are two places to go for 
support through uni. These are: 
1. The Disability Program, 
Student Support Services, run by 
the university with qualified, 
expert disability advisors who 
are friendly and willing to help. 
2. The Disabilities Area of UQ 
Union, your student union. You 
pay fees to the union to provide 
you with appropriate services, 
support and representation - so 
make contact and gain support 
from experienced fellow students 
who can assist you to make the 
most of your social and academic 
life while at UQ. 
Hot Issues for students with 
disabilities at UQ: Students have 
been demanding a Disabilities 
Lounge since the 1980's, yet we 
are still waiting. 
Students need support groups, a 
space to come together to 
campaign on issues which affect 
them and opportunities to develop 
meaningful social networks while 
studying. Students with 
disabilities need to be provided 
with equal access to all UQ 
Union Clubs and Societies, 
events and activities. However, it 
seems the leadership teams of 
the UQ Union over the past 
twenty years have failed to 
acknowledge and understand 
the key issues affecting students 
with disabilities at UQ. 
Indeed, in the leadership circles 
of ihe Union executive there is 
the argument that because the 
University provides the Disability 
The Disabilities Area is the 
newest area of the union, and 
aims to provide service, support 
and representation to all students 
with disabilities studying at UQ (at 
all campuses). We encourage you 
to get Involved today by emailing 
fellow student with a disability, 
Helena Rose, at 
s339033@student.uq.edu.au or 
alternatively, you can phone 
Helena on 3255 6085. 
Program (DP) through Student 
Support Services (SSS), there is 
no need for the Union to provide 
any services! Whilst the 
University provides significant 
services to students with 
disabilities, the Union also needs 
to provide services, support and 
representation that complements 
those sen/ices already offered by 
the DP and SSS. A Disabilities 
Lounge is certainly one initiative 
the 2002 Union should 
SERIOUSLY CONSIDER and 
PRIORITISE. A lounge would 
provide for students with 
disabilities, their carers, partners, 
friends and other disability 
friendly students, with a space to 
collectively campaign on issues 
relevant to us, a place to take 
medication in peace, to eat lunch 
and chat to fellow 
students, a place to share our 
stories, our disappointments, our 
hopes for ourselves, our fellow 
humankind and our children and 
future generations.Students, join 
us, and help make the Disabilities 
Lounge a reality! 
It is time for students to come 
together and demand that the 
Union provide us, as students with 
disabilities, with the support we are 
paying for in our fees. We have a 
right to access the Union on par 
with our non-disabled fellow 
students. Where are the braille 
and alternative print Sempers and 
other union publications? Where 
is our much-needed Disabilities 
Lounge? Where is the Disabilities 
Organiser/staff member who can 
offer counselling and specific 
support for our needs? Why aren't 
these services and support 
available to us now? How long 
are we expected to wait before 
the Union finally acts? These are 
all questions of great importance 
to the 1400+ students who pay 
union fees but are often excluded 
from fully participating in OUR 
union by an inaccessible attitude 
which permeates the union at all 
levels. 
This year, it is hoped the 
development of the UQU Disability 
Action Plan (DAP) will alleviate 
these social injustices which have 
been the norm for students with 
disabilities for well over twenty 
years. 
If you would like to get involved in 
the development ofthe plan, 
please contact the Union reception 
on 3377 2200 or, alternatively, 
contact fellow student with a 
disability, Helena Rose (details 
above). 
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Puritans 
Preach, 
Police 
Pounce, 
Pot 
Smolcers 
Purged 
An Open Letter from the High 
Society Management 
Committee 
On Thursday the 15th of November 2001 about eight plain-
clothes detectives from the Indooroopilly station entered the St 
Lucia campus and broke up a meeting of the political club 'High 
Society'. One student member of the club was arrested for 
possession of a few grams (around $50 worth) of cannabis. 
The officers confiscated a pair of scales, a small amount of 
unclaimed cannabis and $70 in cash. Given the farcical nature 
of the raid, one must wonder what prompted High Society to be 
targeted for the first time in its eight years of existence. 
The police officers involved did not seem to be particularly 
interested in raiding High Society and indicated that they had 
more pressing matters to attend to. Police disbanding political 
meetings has not been seen since the Sir Joh era. High 
Society does not accept that attending meetings constitutes a 
crime, and rejects the draconian police state. Interestingly, it 
appears the raid was motivated by an article which appeared in 
'High Society does not accept tliat 
attending meetings constitutes a crime, and 
rejects the draconian police state.' 
the November edition of The Queensland Independent (TQl) 
which is the University's Journalism Department paper. TQl 
editorial claimed that High Society should be dissolved, despite 
the fact that the club has passed its annual audit and does not 
trade in cannabis, but politics. 
The Queensland Independent quoted Detective Senior 
Sergeant Acreman, the officer in charge during the raid, as 
saying: "if they want to break the law they have to accept the 
consequences. You don't challenge the law by breaking the 
law, you debate it". In response, High Society points to the civil 
disobedience of Gandhi, who broke the British salt monopoly, 
and Nelson Mandela, who broke South Africa's apartheid laws. 
These figureheads challenged the law by breaking it; what 
would you say to them, Mr Acreman? 
The 2001 President of the club, Mr Peter Fenton, was also 
Inten/iewed by TQl for the aforementioned article. In response 
to the way in which his comments were printed, Mr Fenton said 
"TQl is really humouriess. It quoted me as saying that the 
reason why High Society shouldn't be broken up is because 'we 
are rich people's children'. I was just making a pun on the 
club's name, High Society and the TQl scribed it down as the 
Gospel truth!" 
The student journalists involved in writing the article did so in 
collaboration with the staff editor. The club believes that there 
was no prior research done about the motivations of pro-
legalisation campaigners. A serious student paper would tackle 
the drug debate in a mature method. A Quaijty student paper 
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would examine issues like the hypocrisy that some drugs 
are legal whilst others are not, legal drugs which are 
marketed to children, (such as guarana), or the continued 
failures of prohibition, TQI's reporting of the club was in a 
tabloid and sensationalist manner. The club Is 
disappointed that TQl is merely 
reflecting the historical 
prejudices of the 
period. 
The club 
hoped that TQl would 
have shown more leadership as 
a university paper, rather than simply 
following the herd on drug reporting. The club is in 
the process of lodging a complaint to the paper's ethics 
committee. 
High Society is an affiliated club of the UQ Union and 
exists as a drug law reform forum. The club began in 
1994 and advocates the end of cannabis prohibition and 
the re-legalisation of cannabis for industrial, 
environmental and recreational use. It advocates 
regulating the use of cannabis by restricting its availability 
to persons over eighteen. Its use should be either home 
grown, take-away or cafe style: the legal status of 
cannabis should be similar to alcohol. 
Such attacks on pro-legalisation groups and individuals 
have become more and more frequent as the crack-down 
escalates. During the 2001 election campaign the 
National HEMP Party Headquarters — the HEMP 
Embassy — was raided, also for first time, and the Nimbin 
headquarters was raided by twenty-eight police officers. 
Would it be acceptable to raid any other political party's 
headquarters? 
The (f)law on drugs is modern McCarthyism, attempting to 
ban parties, ideas, ideologies and lifestyles. However it 
takes more than brute force to deter us. Honorary life 
member of the club, Mr Nigel Freemarijuana, contested 
the 2001 Federal Election 
for the HEMP Party, 
attracting 28 000 votes in 
the Queensland Senate 
Ballot. Michael Balderstone, 
the HEMP Party candidate 
for the NSW Senate, 
received over 30 000 votes. 
However this success was 
not reached without a battle. 
An attempt was made to 
prevent Mr Freemarijuana 
from running in the elections 
on the basis that his name 
contravened legislation. 
The Electoral and 
Referenda Amendment Act 
2001, designed purely with 
Mr Freemarijuana in mind. 
THE POOI^ OF POP 
Possession of The 
Boole of Bud is a 
criminal offence with 
up to 20 years jail 
sentence 
stipulated that all names deemed to be "frivolous, 
fictitious, offensive or obscene" must be removed from the 
electoral role. Although Mr 
Freemarijuana's name had been 
legally changed through Deed Poll, 
he was told it was contrived, and 
therefore against 'public interest'. Only 
after a legal battle was he allowed to run under his 
legal name. 
And the raids continue. Following the High Society raid, 
on the 5th of December the Qld Party Headquarters and 
home of HEMP Ryan candidate Clive Brazier was raided. 
Mr Brazier was charged with possession of a pipe, a few 
grams of cannabis and three publications. Under the 
Drugs Misuse Act, Section 9A, 
the possession of "Cannabis 
Culture Magazine", 'The Book 
of Bud" or the 'Australian 
Marijuana Grower's Guide" is a 
criminal offence with up to 20 
years jail sentence. All three 
of these publications (produced 
with an ISBN) contain 
agricultural, political and 
cultural information that is 
highly t3levant and useful to 
our movement. Imagine the 
outrage if any other party 
political offices were raided 
and charges laid for the 
possession of political 
literature! But it seems as if 
we are second class citizens, 
and treated accordingly. 
Prohibitionists hate people who 
they perceive as a threat, 
which includes anyone who 
dares challenge them at the 
ballot box. The High Society 
raid is just one in a series 
designed to intimidate the drug 
reform movement. Striking 
names off the electoral roll, 
candidates being arrested for 
literature and party 
headquarters being raided is 
unacceptable and encroaches 
on democracy. 
The High Society still extends 
its offer for police to attend 
meetings, as stated in the TQl 
article. The club will not cease 
its agitation until the war on 
drugs ends. The club is freely 
contactable by email at: 
thehighsociety@hotmail.com or 
through the Clubs and 
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morning.time.memory.goesalongway. 
[grinning cat runs through the next city unnoticed 
|his honey YELLOW unlaced shoes splashing syncopation through the puddles 
|of another 
I rainy 
I friday night. 
JHe stopped at a traffic light to light a cigarette in the rain, and noticed a 
Ired haired dancing bear across the road staring and sketching him on the side 
Iwall to an abandoned Italian T'attoria kitchen. Garlic and rosemary with hints 
jof sundried body odour still lingered and played like agile children beneath his 
jnose. 
iHe'd been in this town before, 
I But maybe not. 
I maybe he'd read about it in a lonely planet guide/ 
JBut he wasn't one for dancing bears anymore, anyway /{or was it time magazine?) 
I so grinning cat flashed his 2 million dollar Maclean's smile 
I known to pawnshop tvs across the nation 
land kept on walking, his RED shoelaces turning purple as they 
I snaked 
I like eel 
[through gutter rivers and 
[torrents of innercityrainthroughcracksinthepavement 
I looking for 
I (HIS EYES WERE HURTING IT WAS BRAND NEW NEON) 
I a seven eleven? 
|Yeah, that seemed alright. 
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I Grinning cat wasn't very hip. 
I He didn't know the hotspots. 
I Where the action was. 
I Didn't read Scene magazine. 
I (or semper) 
I didn't eat felafel where everyone else did 
iHe found it, a beacon amongst the storefront corpses of a midnight haze. 
I grinning cat is a disembodied poem, or an angel bathed in/ 
I -the ever pervasive and piercing, untouched, pure 
I WHITE, HOLY, ALLEVIATING-
I /glow of the convenience store light. 
iHe did but breathe and the doors 
I pearly gates 
jpulled themselves wide for him with a melodic 
I DING 
I ...the chimes and bells of the righteous celebrating his return 
[grinning cat now has a hard on. 
I this is all very exciting. 
[There... a man..., smiling nametag... possibly Peter grinning cat 
[remembers his 
jmandatoryreligiouseducation 
I - all the nymphs lying about playing harps and eating grapes 
Iplaying hopscotch on clouds and all that jazz... 
I an almighty jazz band. The St. Thelonious Allstars 
I broke out into some dope sticatto explosion, 
land grinning cat knew his time had come. 
phis was it. 
I but he stepped on his shoelaces 
[fell face first into the confectionary stand 
[ Turkish delight and coconut fudge smearing his whiskers 
[...all the security cameras, despite their greyscale reception picked up the 
[look on his grinning face when it turned BLUE.... 
[the pimple faced seventeen year old called out 
[like a baby 
[for his m-m-m-manager.... 
I ...remember to tie your shoelaces before you leave the house, kids 
Still 
In this boat 
But 
[They're moving her. 
She's getting carried away. 
Her ears are pinned to the ground 
coffee talk. 
Across the room, 
with a broom 
for a hand 
another girl 
reaches for the fingers 
pf her man 
and sweeps the hair 
from his eyes 
sweetly sweating. 
"Come home with me, boy 
for some wine and food 
me in my skivvy 
and you in your mood." 
But the man at that table believes 
that cigarettes are sceptors 
and conversations are lectures. 
Loudly, he smokes. 
Her sizzling bacon heart snorts-
Thls is getting rasher. 
I mean, it was rash 
and now It's rasher. 
And it's itching 
and burning 
and so it's still 
hot, 
Even 
oven 
But am I really bred 
for baking In bed? 
Because even after I've risen, 
I'm still asleep 
and any white sliced 
male 
can butter me up. 
Meanwhile, 
pur girl In the boat 
she's still In the same boat, 
and so she rises 
and she rows 
All the while, thinking she could 
sink 
and be 
washed up, or 
become drained, and yet 
keep rowing. 
She can Ignore the prick at her table 
but not the prick of her ears 
so when she hears 
someone else speaking 
she sits 
still 
in her boat 
to be carried away. 
\Primarily, 
umerrHy! 
Imerrily! 
imerrily!) 
ilife Is but a dream. 
[^"^4 
i '?*»(*•** 1 J,' 
msw' i ^ l 
fresh! 
Hot. 
WKVIVT^L 
The all-powerful SunSpirit smiled down hotly upon its beloved, vivacious 
fertile orb. It put forward a Promethean paw and stretched its rays like 
fingers prying through the dense canopy of primaeval forest, pointing out the 
leaves of such and such lower shrubs and plants in need of its potent 
ministrations. The hunter lurked in the darkness of the heaviest shadow where 
the fingers of light could not pry and betray his presence. His nostrils 
twitched as a breeze, heavy with the scent of tender antelope, came down upon 
him and his furry fist tightened around the handle of a stone-headed spear. 
Behind him other eyes peered through the murk. The hunter's mate sat silent, 
patiently curled up against a tree, clutching protectively her suckling new-
born babe. And behind them other eyes peered hungrily. 
The forest was still in the middle of the day - not even a bug chirruped. The 
mild zephyr that blew through could not mask the tension. The hunter motioned 
his mate to remain seated, then crept forward nimbly as a snake. When he was 
no longer in sight, the woman leaned forward curiously. A parrot screeched, 
and she turned her head in time to see living flame leap from the foliage at 
her. She wailed despairingly as she clutched the child ever-closer to her 
hard-beating heart. Freed muscles undulated under flying fur, claw and fang 
catapulted toward their target and rent their mark with unerring precision. 
The complex sequence unfolded within a second, but a second later the hunter 
was charging back to the scene, screaming his challenge and in the next second 
his spear had pierced a tender spot of orange fur and the striped fury, 
although enraged by the wound, doubted her prowess against a creature that 
could cause such a searing to her flesh. With a sabre-toothed snarl she fled. 
The hunter pursued hotly, though not wolf-cunningly like a hunter, but with 
the dog-like blindness of ^ righteous protector. He followed only long enough 
to ensure that the danger was exorcised. He had no other weapons with which 
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to fight and his primal instinct urged him to return to defend 
what was left of his family unit rather than seek to avenge that 
already lost. 
The infant, which had been knocked from mama's arms with the 
impact of the tigress's spring, whined piteously as it crawled 
Instinctively back towards mater's breasts. Ere the hunter's return, the 
child was commencing its last suck of milk from a teat found that still bore. 
It was a remarkable and ghastly spectacle which the hunter beheld. His 
beloved, calmer than he had ever seen her, though her body derrangedly 
twisted, limbs askew and neck agape with the head set at an obtuse angle; 
eyes, now bereft of the light of life, gazing coldly down at the impudent 
expose of throat, and the fear, long abated from everywhere else, was ever 
enframed in her glassy stare. 
He bowed spasmodically before her inert form, weeping uproariously, tearing at 
the grasses around her feet; beating brow and chest, ripping out his matted 
dreds, casting dust and twigs at his own face. He screamed out at the 
blazing, watchful eye of the Sun, and the gnarled but trabant figures of the 
trees. 
Blood rose to his brow like fire and his brain looked Into the future to 
ponder revenge. His eyes prowled the surroundings for a ready arm, an heavy 
stone or clublike branch, and his nose took up the spoor of the wounded 
beast's flight. But then his eye fell upon the gentle babe sucking fitfully, 
a dollop of mother's blood smeared into Its crown, and he knew that he must 
remain and protect. The child soon dosed with the heaviness of milk and the 
anaesthesia of tears. 
Night had fallen; the insects chimed an eerie dirge and the wind mourned the 
day's catastrophe. The hunter had not been idle, but had traversed some 
distance to a grouping of rock formations at the base of a conical mount, 
carrying his dead mate with the child still clinging sedately to her morbid 
mammae. The kid slept on soundly, and remained in position with Mama whom the 
hunter had carefully placed on an altar-like slab of stone, central to the ,: 
formation and framed at either end by two towering trees, like two palms 
outstretched at the lap of the mountain, A pale, sorrowful, round-headed face 
gradually peered up and topped the peak of the mountain. The hulking visage 
gazed down upon the naked hunter and caused his course glossy hair and skin to 
glisten. Kneeling before his mate's inert form he howled his misery afresh to 
the watching orb. A dark look crossed the brow of the SkySpirit as storm 
clouds formed above, A lone wolf in the distance chorused for a short time, 
but no other wolves joined in. Clouds cut across the Moon in a frenzy as the 
hunter drew a chipped stone across a long andtfulsome hank of hair from the 
dead woman's head, separating it from the scalp and then carefully securing it 
around the child's head blindfold fashion, as the ebon atmosphere veiled the 
observances of the spectral sphere. The hunter's howls had degenerated into 
bestial moans and snorts. He railed at the sky and worried, clawed and kicked 
at the earth, ranting his grievances in nonsensical whines. 
The wind whipped through the foliage and the crickets and 
cicadas picked up their tempo, translating the wiidness of the 
night into a driving rhythm. Frogs and toads took up their 
basso croak frantically and baby slept on regardless. But when 
a pheasant cackled and some rain began to sprinkle the child 
awoke, sightless, finding its mother's bosom cold and hung with 
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the morbose odour of corruption where it once was 
heavy with smells of Muthalove, the infant became 
agitated and screamed hysterically. The rain 
came belting down and the hunter ceased slicing 
into his chest with the rude stone knife to 
pick up and embrace the kid. This stirred 
other emotions and the child's cries took on 
another layer of intensity. The rough hunter 
felt with the child as he stared at his mate's 
inert form, the forest coming alive with the 
precipitation in mocking contrast. The 
falling rains washed away the streaming tears 
that the hunter shed shamelessly - in a time 
when shame was a pretense yet to be created 
by humanity's teetering evolution and 
survival, the primary motivation, while 
Majyk forces mingled in every pocket of 
ever-stretching wilderness. 
Subsequently, the hunter observed his chosen's spirit lifted to the clouds 
In a blaze of light as the storm draped its electric mantle over the sky and he 
noted her path as her spirit rumbled her goodbyes so that he might follow when 
his time came. 
Presently his focus returned to the cadaver, and clutching the still-whining baby 
to his body with one hand, he utilized the other to hold the stone knife and 
rudely cut away the tender lifeless flesh of the breast from the chest of the 
corpse. 
And there he stood in the pouring rain, feasting on the raw and bloody mammary 
meat, aware of the needs of the helpless little-one at his side. Thus he . 
transported a mouthful of blood to the mouth of the babe which momentarily 
pacified the brat until seconds later the meal was disengaged down the fragile 
chin and delicate chest of the infant, arousing yet another barrage of tears. 
When his gorge was full and he was content at successfully having taken the 
infant's precious food supply into himself, he wallowed in the warm mud at the 
foot of a tree beside the body, rubbing his naked skin into the flesh of Gala. 
The rain had eased somewhat but the child's grievances had not abated. The man 
got comfortable and stared up at the moon's glow through the pellucid cloud, 
arranging the baby into a huddle in his lap. Consequently the child's weeping 
subsided into periodic gasps and the little bairn's nose twitched with curiosity 
at a semi-familiar odour. It began a search among its sire's loins, and 
discovering a teat-like protuberance, tentatively gave it a suck. Meanwhile, the 
looming cloud-cover had become; the projector-screen of the hunter's imaginations, 
as visions of his betrothed danced across the sky, conjured up by memories of 
when the wench's body was so, so filled with zest. He became excited by his 
recollections of the times before the little-one arrived, when she had been 
strong with scent, and they had wrestled in the dirt and made their flesh as one. 
Soon the Joy was upon him and .his passion leaped outwards. The baby drank and 
sighed with relief, then curled up and slept soundly in father's bosum. The 
hunter also sighed and began to dream of the great palms that stood beside the 
sea whose fruit hung down like plump, green breasts and gave a sweet milk if the 
husk was ruptured with a sharp shell. 
When the SunSpirit next appeared, 
then would the hunter head for the 
big heat and great, noisy salt-water. 
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QUEER RSH IS A COLLEOIVE OF QUEER IDENTIFYING 
WOMEN WHO MEET ON A REGULAR BASIS TO TALK LIFE 
LOVE, POLITICS, SOCIAL, ORGANISE EVENTS AND 
EVERrTHING ELSE FT'S ALSO A GREAT WAY TO MEET 
OTHER QUEER WOMEN THAT GO TO U.Q. 
QUEER FISH CONSISTS OF LOTS OF DIFFERENT WOMFN 
FROM LOTS OF DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS NOT 
EVERY80DY IS COMPLETELY OUT SOME PEOPLE ARE 
VERY OUT, THE MIXTURE OF WOMEN AND OUR DIVERSE 
NATURE OF THE GROUP IS WHAT MAKES IT SUCH AN 
INTERESTING COLLECTlVf TQ COME TO BUT 
THERE IS NO PRESSURE TO COME e^VERY WEEK 3FCHU<^E 
LEVEL OF PARTICIPAnON IS COMPi.E"TELY Uf- Tfj YOU 
FOR MORE INFO 
CONTACT BEK AT 
THE VNION ON 
M77 2200 
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mm'wim.matmmmiwmmimmmiimmmimimmmmiimm mmm 
Here to help students with legal issues 
The UQ Union Legal Service is a registered law firm with the Queensland Law Society. 
The qualified staff act for students and non students. • 
traffic offences 
speeding, careless or drink driving and parking issues 
criminal 
theft, drugs, false identification, social security breaches 
landlord/tenancy problems 
bond retrieval, flatmate problems, terminating lease 
consumer 
unfit products, unfair trading 
personal injury claim 
car accidents, slip and fall accidents 
motor vehicles 
car accident related damage, buying/selling 
family law 
divorce, property settlement, contract and residence issues, maintenance 
conveyance 
purchase or sale of property 
wills, power of attorney, deed polls and jp witnessing. 
w sw^ !^;! 
re© 
c o m e a n d s e e u s on level 2 of the union complex. 
phone: (07) 3377 2238 fax: (07) 3377 2251 
or email; legalservice.union@matlbox.uq.edu.au 
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2002 has a particular ring to it. Two-
oh-oh-two. Wait until 20 minutes past 
two in the morning on the twentieth of 
February 2002, and your computer will 
display it as 20:02 20/02/2002 
(200220022002). Jhis neat string of 
numbers might e^en have moi-e of an' ; 
effect on complicated global computers 
and I-T consultants then the trumped 
up fatalistic Y2K Bug. It's with this 
hindsight of the frenetic years before 
and our fatigue of hyped-up events 
that for this year there is a brand new 
Prime Ethos which is all about getting 
back to basics: 
This 2002 I'm gonna: 
1. Take it Lying Down. 
The continual go-get-em' cycle of the 
80's and retro-industrialesque 90's is 
over. The big fat bass at 200 beats per 
minutes on the dance floor and the 
huge cogs in the big smokey factories 
have ground to a stop. Now is the 
time, come computers, bugs and 
viruses, axed sitcoms and retired 
sports stars, televised wars and 
downsizing, to not get too emotional or 
surprised at catastrophic world events. 
Remain right there on the couch, lying 
down, observing it in all it's digitized 
glory. Really, if it's of no real concern to you, don't get up and try to do 
something about it, stay where you are. It's not going to get you. Save your 
energy for something worthwhile, like partying. 
2. Get it while you can. 
Get It'goesforeverything;,sex, free booze, dividends, cheap airfares, 
priDmotiqhs bver people who desen/0,jt'. Get itjivhiliyouCcaatioes not 
;interfereSltb 'take it Iyjrig:dbwn'rbecaiis8 sooner orJateryiSu'll have to get up 
to satisfy sbhie primal needs; s6x-boozing, tra^elllh'g somewhere, making 
more money. It's important in these self-fulfilling opportunistic moments to 
think absolutely nothing for that other person. Think solely for yourself 
because human evolution is survival ofthe fittest and as we're the advanced 
guard it's time to play rough again and play it to win. fvlo pussy-footing around 
making up predictable excuses about fairness, equality, and fair-go. That's all 
old-school and ingrained in your mind to keep you down. When it comes to 
anything you deserve, get it while you can. 
3. Life is in the Fast Lane. 
If you haven't indulged in a new gadget or social set now is the time to do it. 
Go out and buy some new model techno-thing that'll automatically turn on 
your air-conditioner or charge up the vibrator batteries so everything is 
running by the time you get home. Participate in the Fast Lane by elevating 
"^ yourself to something swanky in, even if this involves creating a new 
g millennium persona about yourself. The best thing about creating The New 
c You is that people will like the New You better and therefore treat you as the 
- New You (until your wig falls off or your hard body slips into saggy bits). 
^ Develop a greater understanding of what exactly is happening out there in 
X5 this technological golden age and see what you can do that requires the 
littlest of energy but makes the biggest of impact and delivers you some form 
of return. Take the bull by the horns and enjoy the ride. 
2002 is as simple as that. To think anything else would just make it 
complicated and we know where that leads. 
CD 
n3 
by Luke Terbutt HEROSHIMMER™ 
A Board Game for Trespassers 
Roll the dice drawn boringdcad and vciy i^ aiiiful. 
Yon wake up. Red .scratciics a word into your chest. Tiie blood is now yourB The Death Card -. .^ , ^ 
own. Yesterday a pair of pliers pulled at almost every part of your body. Tliis B 
was and rcmains your ritual. Falling asleep awake, I ....for the "other" is never outside or Ixyond m: it emeiy,esfonvji(ll\\ within cultural 
• iHscoiirsc, when we think we speak most intimately and indiiienoiisiy "between 
Yoitnnove next Maui:sel\'es". ^ ^ 
Remote-contiiol hands. Today your life is held injiiinds that tidget above your 
heart. Tliis is wiierc Red liold.s the blunt dagger. 'Found on soiiic navy boy 
i^RtnrSliriTiE inli^RnnHTnl 
don't look at Red. You look closer at the blade. Probably the dagger was 
fomially the naive boy's fiitiiers' lather. Inscribed lo someone called BABY 
/?A(7£ Ofcoui-sethcblood is nowyouiis; 
Community Chest / , , 
You can't look down at your chest. Tiy to rcad soiiiething into this. Your 
eyes arc wfiiik. Tjiq television sits \vild awake in the centre oftjie roopi. It 
itlis your eyes aiid'ears with screams and explosions that could be sex and 
death or death and sex. Outside a plane flies oveiliead. And another and 
another. Tlieir fiiequency appeans to have inci"ea.sed since the i^ eiietition of evil 
disaster WEAPONS... roll double 6 move (aiiplanes) or move 
VVI-APONS on toward (wordspeak) roll TERROR MASS HATE 
DHSTRUCnON on screen. 
Relics from the War on Masochist Writing -
Survival Strategy U9 
Iwhereby topics of benevolence, geniality, and loyalty are, often 
[accompanied by those of suidde, reprisal, and catastrophe. 
LANGUAGE AND THE DESTRUCTION OF 
COMPLEX LANGUAGE AND THE WORLD RULE 
THE WORLD. 
Conjure the consequences of your viewing. Or read the latest from the site of 
the exodus. 
Chance 
l.twk at the blade. Red is can'ing the second B ofthe word B.iBY. Done, 
i-or this cHbrt be sure to complimcni him on the risks tlial are his skills. I hs 
skills: Ixxause Red hits the bivak only in an emeigency he IxTomes your 
escapist. When Red accelerates tor no particular reason he becomes your 
cscajx:. Roll3 + 4= 7. Becaii.se reality doesn't exist escape is the only 
allemati\'e. Go hack 3 .spaces. 13ecause escaj-ie exists reality escajies and 
exists. Chance. Because ivalily escajies to exist you exist thanks to Red. 
Thanks to Red you exist in crisis situations only Pick a card. When Red is 
death you will exist without crisis you will be bored and take iiji goi for sctiba 
di\ing|XThaps driving youi"seir to a slow dead beat which will be veiy 
Speaking out of Tum 
Begin reading. Think of this as a tx)dy, not a work. Ssshhhh! Don't 
speak a sound. You exist and do not exist simultaneously While 
reading this think of a new kind of you - a self submerged, stmggling 
for its own textual breath. Rise to the surface. Aaaah! Make some 
noise or create a disturbance. Think of all the bodies you have come 
into contact with up until this moment. Retrace your desire, your 
memories of other txxlies, surfaces, senses and depths. Abuse the 
normally subdued level of your neighbours' noise. Try not to forget 
particular details. If you need to go to the toilet then do it now. Okay... 
now take a seat somewhere, anywhere. Avoid sitting over there. 
Remember the excuses you made while lying on that couch. Anyway, 
at least make sure you're comfortable. Scratch the sleep out of your 
eyes. Forget all excuses. Begin again. 
You wake just in time for him to cum. Letting him go on you watch the blood 
IX)ol with his cum and see your pigeon chest fill like a chalice. With each new 
letter you became more resilient to a pain that doubles and multiplies. DIE 
SHIT AND EAT FUCK! Pleasurc doubles and multiplies too. Like a tme 
pretend-professional Red jiei^ i^sts. Imagine him as he doubles and multiples. 
Multiple Choice 
Download an image of youi"self. Paste it onto this page. Look at what it 
rcsembles. What cU'e you made of? The Body of Christ? How ai'c you 
ditVerent ii-om Red? The Blood of Christ? Who continues to spill your 
desire? 
The Clinslian Mascx'hisl Times had the Iblknviim to say.,. 
Red cries but Is unsure why. Stop Press! Fear and desire 
entwine and fracture language. The flag still flies. Warning: the 
following is a paid adverstisment for civilised countries only. Feel 
sick? Unsure if it's some old diggers dagger or the TV? Well POP 
STRESS with our enduring new fetish. Introducing... tongues that 
wag freely ie all by themselves. Introducing... It looks hke Beriut 
down here. Here is the latest Red is now sobbing which is 
different from crying. Over-dub. Man... it's Ground Zero out here 
man. The latest... Red cries but is sort of sure why. 
Do not feel betrayed. Herc you will liiid youi-seli'imagined, written down, 
.spoken of Don't feel afiiiid. Imagine that youVe in some way connected by 
the discoui^e that follows. Suspend your disbelief: This text will remain 
unfailhrul to tme repre.seniations ofyou. Remo\e all the minoi-s from your 
Iiouse. JCyoii're nol prepared to go dial liir. then mask them 0\cr. Tum away 
from images ofyounself: these will noi minor your reality Duiing what is to 
follow you can choose to remain imite if it will help. |-;ither way: examine 
(he contents of thijj body Pay succinct and scmtinisiug attention lo the 
context. Read out aloud. Don't be a \ic(im. .Scream if it helps. •* 
If you don't like this k^giiming (hen pick up anothei-bwk from your shelf. If 
you don't have anything worthwhile then go to your local bookshop. If you 
can't allbrd to buy one (hen go to your council libraiy. And what if they-,are 
closed? If they are clo.sed than read the length of your loveis spine. Read (he 
way it cuives ttx) much toward the lell. the way it almost opens up and how 
it seems to go on ibrevei'. Dt>es il go on forever? Ha\'e you a lover - ha\e 
youe\'er? ^ • > . 
Unanswerable Question !s;' , 
/ i hat is the true colour of blood? ' 
As he gets to the third B you \vis]] you could liveze your ]>iind oi- .separate it 
from Ihe blade your btxly oi- ihe TV. But you can't. Pleasure o\'ercomes you 
al this point. The pleasiiit> you find in foigetting past iileisurcs. It's liere 
whdiv you loose all sense oftime. (read past pain), And so you'ie lx)dy is" 
[\mk\ng... tij)ieli.a.s hcdvnient()ii' ofa.spdce than a immiciif... Icati/echny 
pain (t/icsif^ht ta.ste sinull ofNood} and niy body (nty pleasure) is,sure that I 
e.xi.st even tlu)U<j^h I feel a pain that seems .so close to death .so close to this 
uumieitt i my pleasure for the now) thai I can hardlyJeel anyttm.^ hut the pain 
of my body 
You kK)k up at Wed. You would a.sk him to take your life if you were certain 
that he exists. , 
I Complex Repetition: associated with displacement anddisguising^ 
to the very end of document for details. 
NEWSBREAK: What Anger (who was once Sadness and who was once-
upon-a-ti'me a tear and who is now tearing itself from the mouth ofthe image 
presenter (Sadness)) had to say... 
Don't forget... justice Is cnjcial In moments like these. For example: 
.. .You should be seeing this live with... a small-fried piece of Nagasaki 
stuck to your gullet. And peace also with you... praise be to God bless 
this country bruised purpleproud. ...We will not forget how peaceful' 
how bloody how revenge tastes like forever. 
Here is the latest. No one is safe. 
[LANGUAGE = FEAR + DESIRE = DANGER - FEAR = 
DESIRE = LANGAUGE. 
Heroshimmer^  
It might help to feel a little betrayed - for you may havenochoi^but] 
to remain silent. Even If you choose to remain silent you may still worry, i 
You may worry about who speaks in your place, in the space of your| 
absence. 
When you speak to yoiur lover do you wonder if you might get into 
trouble? What happens if your words appear too loud, are erased 
iVittJIltl 
!i^l^BlLS^.1AT/til iw3caiiiiii«K 
wrong words? 
\ 
Soriy: Loose A Turn 
Together pulling apart. The convenience of thieved metal digs into your gut. 
Appieciatitin lor (he icy \\ea|X)n jabbing at youi' llesli enWraps your body in 
a .strange kind ofwamith. You rai.se a genuine .smile. Time unwinds and 
winds up a DI:SIR|-; that IS YOUR WARMTH. In the next sa:ond your 
pleasure is piolonged as the pain sets in. As the pajn sets in you'rc able to 
leel e\eiything in this singuljir space I-xcept you've aliuady remembered 
nothing of it. You think... •ivheiv did I place that watch? '' 
For further healing responses to either of these teirorismsvisniel 
Christian Masochist website @ www.usorthem.com 
lMean^^l^iIe l^ed was jjrowinjj scaix'd of all the repetition and talk of 
repetition and people repeating themselves nhcn he heard the television 
lepeat the followino lines on dilVeient cluuuiels... 
ITIiai are you? the telex ision asked... whom do you abhor?... whotn do voit 
harbour diat abhors U.S? 
And so he didn't know what to think. 
Meanwhile you were probably thinking,.. 
LANGUAGE AND THE RESSURECTION OF 
COMPLEX LANGUAGE IN THE WORLD IS THE 
WORLD 
ow nh.saiie can e.xi.st mily as a conscijuencc of the other: it is the other who leaves. 
WANTED: some want to fuck those responsible - fuck their enemies 
either dead or alive. Others offer sexual rewards (see buckfucks or 
bombjobs) for political coming togethers. In other words... you are 
either for or against good or evil which means you are either good or 
evil which means you can't sleep with or be with both at the same time. 
Press down hard. You will have to open your eyes for this. Press your 
forefinger against the base of the spine at the point where it meets the 
exact spot of the ass crack. Notice how the colour of tiie skin almost 
thickens before your eyes. Do.you see where the colours collude and 
mingle? If not then try again. Imagine yourself holding a knife. Try 
harder 
"Who are you" remains tiie most regular question raisedbyotiTerBofl 
you? In such circumstances you pertiaps reply 1 am me... or "I don'tl 
really know who I am..." or offer an/ottier you via your namesake; such I 
as "I am such and such". You may even like to appear mysterious by 
setting up contradictions for your "you". For instance... "1 don't like jam, I 
and I don't like peanut butter, but I really like peanut butter and jelly| 
sandwiches," and so on. 
Apply the steel blade as if you were writing a letter in black inked pen. 
Taking it to the same spot with the same amount offeree release your 
guilt, your pain, your pleasure. If you have used enough weight your 
presence should leave a mark. Can you read what you have done? 
Stay tuned for more. What we know thus far: 
Here is what the right (who were busy praying and singing to their shopping 
centre temples for the victims of shopping centres temples) had to say 
' llaiit is :4ood (Uid i!,(iod is ri^^hl and ivjit is always rii^hl U(///////^ never to be 
kit. ' ' • ' 
• 
Here is what the left (who would rather be right but who didn't want dirty hands 
molested genitals or dead bodies but who.wanted more blood) had to say... 
Trespass! \ • ^ 
Because the knile has wom .sm(K)lh an accuraie angle anti depth is diUlcult 
for Red lo gauge. M'l al\\a\'s ihe perieciionisl he plunges il in deep. Just lo 
make suic he sa>s, I )espile his pleasure in ihe act he a.ssiinies a nonchalant 
slate, fixes on e\ eiything andiiolliing all at once. Part of Red's perlbmiLince. 
Mean\\l\i!e yui oscillate between intoxicaUon .and nau.sea.' Allowing 
yoiii'self lo loose coiitrol \ou spew all o\er the lower hall'ofyour Ixxly. 
I Buckfucks or Bombjobs: How to Save the Presidents 
\Face by a method known today as "Lost Voice". 
I During the operation you will notice the Presidents voice 
begins to detach itself from his face. At this point you may be 
horrified by the erasure of your normal, everyday fantasy that 
the Presidents voice represents something absolute. 
Progressively after many such operations, the Presidents 
voice manages to separate from his penis as well. In turn the 
voice becomes pure exteriority pure surface. Hereafter the 
voice and penis no longer project the illusion of depth. You 
may notice at this stage that the face becomes a mask: DO 
NOT BE ALARMED! Consequently without any relation to 
representation: that is, without mirror, speechwriter or penis; 
face, voice and penis become futile agents in the 
communication of meaning. 
Heroshimmer™ 
your absence. Find other words that can fit into yotyr absence? If there 
is not enough room then tum the paper oven Write whatever you like 
on this blank white space. If the page is not blank then start crossing 
out words that annoy you, phrases that don't acknowledge your actual 
presence in the text. ^ 
The Lovers Card , '• 
•> 
Erase. Remove the blade. Reverse your memory of it? Right now the 
wounds Red mari<ed in your chest are almost in-elevant. You've 
worked out a system that can always find more pain to conjure up. 
Why is he even cutting me anymore you think. His words and even 
his pleasute in grafting this tattoo on me mean nothing. You realise 
you can't lust him or anyone else from-now on. 
And so you imagine... • 
You can only lust a language no one else understands. 
And write... 
...while "Vou " indicates a concrete acldicssce iij tlie .scn.se of a .specijic rather than., 
ahsiiaci hcliii^. il iloes not dcsii^na/c a pre-existing.^ .spectator with a fixed identity -^  
Try to Imagine tfie repercussions of tills simple act. Have you wrttten] 
down every affair, every glance against your lover? 
You are not an easy answer As a multiple being you are made of 
many you/s. As a multiple being made of many you/s... you are 
always problematic. Being problematic means that you are not some 
singular, uppercase 1. Instead, it would be advisable to see yourself as 
infinitely indefinable. Do not be alarmed by this. Even if you're 
incapable of comprehending your own you amongst all the you/s 
present, continue reading. Show your concem for others, or more 
precisely - for other you/s. ^ 
Ktmiicisjii iwuiiussi 
languages or dialects. Just when you thought you could understand 
who you are/were, you start speaking on behalf of more than just your 
self. When this happens people begin to find you cmde and obscene, 
or they start calling you names. This is the outcome when you refuse 
to be pined down, categorised, choreographed. This is what happens 
Imagine you are blind: are you blind? Travelling down toward the 
buttocks, the bum, the ass, use only your fingers and thumb to 
ascertain meaning. What does it have to say? Have you thought of 
a title for it yet? 
iMiiKMiiftlmT/wiiiaalMBiiaiiiBiiliiBiiwl 
you once believed you were. 
'Yon" is not solid Quite the ivversc The personal pnmoun "you "has no slahlc or 
Wonied about who is speaking absence? 
This is the space of your absence: the place where you might want to 
argue, or even wrestle with the fate of your you. You might want to 
suggest that this use of you, this frequent illusion to a personal you is 
absurd, obscure, and nothing like the real you that you know yourself 
to be. Feel free to a write abuse in this above space, in the place of 
oilicrs. tn the vcrv act i>l pointiu'j^io the presence (f "yon"... texts call "your" idcmiiv 
iiiioiincsiion. 
Observe how quickly the maik has dissipated. Take this as a reminder 
for all future readings. Remember, nothing is ever final - not even 
predictions. 
IDo not be easily intimidated. ^Sjafepaf tOTsSoureew^ 
same time you exist as otiier to it. As you read you are already making 
decisions on whetiier tiiis is addressed to J /OL/ , or a more general 
ii>iii»gnftn 
Heroshimmer™ 
i will not speak for you any longer: tills is the deceit of master 
discourses, i must resist you. i must resist discourses tiiat reduce you 
to a third or first person; texts that assume to have access to your 
innemiost feelings and ideas, while at tiie same Jme claiming to be 
your originator In tum, i must risk loosing you in tiie process. Risk acts 
as intimacy in our relationship. In all my attempts to generalise you; to 
make you comfortable; to smother you with my arms; to speak of you; 
lover, or what you once thought impossible to believe. Look for a 
itii£jiS[p£xttiHfliflii#ifir£n i^rAiii&siAT.T?fti*m3i5 
Go ahead move fonA/ard go further What is the last word of this novel? 
Or is it a love letter? . 
Reassurance. As a lover you^often feel obliged to respond quickly and 
without resignation in these situations. 
I Can you be more specific, you may ask? How easily areyouseduced 
into dichotomous tiiought? How do you react to sti^tegies that ask for 
a yes/no response? 
Do you love me: you don't hate me... do you?'- You have nowhere 
to go here: if you respond with a YES for tiie first; it means you can't 
possibly reply with a NO for the second. Your choices are limited. 
Move on. i . 
. Is y(ju read, you find more and nioiv thai the "yon " addiessed in the text is nui unt. 
the real reader Your identi/ication with the textual you becomes nioiv and, more 
unea.\y andytni becoine ihore awaiv (fthe imiH)ssibility (fivallvpai-ticipiiiin^i;, in the 
text. Or perhaps it meivly adds .some .spice to your voyeuristic narrative dc^ii i •, \i>me 
(>l that excitement yon fi'cl when you tend a lelier meant f)r .somebodv else. ^* 
Risk e)^ ists when writing exists for someone otiier#ian tiiis i. i must 
risk loosing myself, not knowing who / am & who you are & what a 
lovely couple they were etcetera, i must.put tiiis body oh the line, i 
heed to risk hamning me to end us. i need to erid this NOW,., 
SEND! 
Am(>n)ns alwncefiinctiuns in a siniilcducciii in. expressed by the (mc who leaves: an 
always presem I is coii.siimtcd onlv hv liw c i>nfmuiaii(>n with un alway.'^ ahsem you. ' ^^^^ Bhabha in James Joyce: Ulysses;A Readers Guide to Essential 
5 ' ' Cfiticism, John Coyle (ed) 2000, p 147: Cambridge; Icon Books. 
You probably think the last word is important. Forget what you once ^ ^^'^^' ' '^°'^"^' ^^^ ' p^3, A Lovers Discourse: Fragments. Penguin 
thought was tme. The last word was relevant once-upon-a-time. The ^°°'^^'^°'^°°"-
last word you say when you walk out the door is the end is not tiie end. o 
Every Scream becomes an Act of Ventriloquism: 
^ Rosalyn Deutsche in "Barbara Kmger" 1999, p79, Breaking Ground: 
Barbara Knjger's Spatial Pracfce,-Museum of Contemporary Art, Los 
Angeles. 
liggiiiiiiwi 
yet I am everywhere and nowhere all at once, i have no origin to speak Angeles. 
of. i can act as the lover you thought you could convince, i am tiie 
lover who meant to say "i don't love you" even though i was unsure if 5 Barthes, Roland. 1990, p13, A Lover's Discourse: Fragments, Penguin 
i did or did not. i am your lover in presence and absence. Books, London. 
i have no origin to speak of True, i was bom at a certain time, in a 6 jm waiker, Do you think you re patt of this? 
certain place, to certain parents. Yet if i told you all tiie details, this http://cmc.uib.no/jill/txt/do_you_think.html 
would mean almost notiiing to you. Just like you i exist in y/our 
imagination/s. i am neither transparent nor omniscient. If i speak to 
you directiy i don't mean to give the impression tiiat i am not Uiinking 
of you. i am just as happy thinking of y/our desire for gaps, pauses, 
failures in communication. 
I Forgive me. i don't know what will come next. Now tiiat you have left 
am left witii your absence tiiat exists as writing in tills present i. 
[Sometimes tills i is selfish, i prefer to tiiink of you as more or less my 
self, i would prefer to speak tiirough a you whom i have never met 
tfian admit my love for you is limited. 
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Israel contemplates the abyss 
The end of yet another doomed cease-fire in Palestine 
proves that in some situations war has its own logic, 
against which efforts to make peace seem impotent and 
mute. So it seems in Israel as the Sharon govemment 
openly contemplates removing Yassar Arafat from office, 
or even dismantling the Palestinian Authority as a whole. 
Such has been the unacknowledged but inexorable goal 
of much of Israeli policy since even before Ariel Sharon 
stepped onto the Temple Mount to begin the intifada that 
has now become a war. Now that Sharon Is leader, the 
opposition is included as part of an Israeli 'crisis' Cabinet, 
and voices of peace in Israel grow few. Daily both the 
Israeli and Palestinian peoples have another atrocity to 
mourn as the slow but seemingly endless downward 
spiral of violence plays luridly on. 
Apparently sacrificed by America's unwillingness to veto 
ever-more belligerent actions by the Israeli military, 
Sharon's govemment now seems bent on removing 
Arafat from the equation. To underline the point, on 
January 22nd Israeli tanks were entrenched in clear 
gunsight of Yassar Arafat's office, effectively holding him 
under house arrest. The removal of Arafat is tacit 
acknowledgment of his poweriessness to stop the armed 
militias so zealously prosecuting terorism against the 
Israeli people and state, perhaps due to the inability of 
Sharon's advisors to appreciate the level of military 
insurgency amongst the Palestinian populace In general. 
As ever, the most tragic plight is that shared by the 
people living in the occupied tenritories, as tanks occupy 
city intersections, F-16's destroy police stations and 
automatic rifle fire clatters dally In the streets. 
Conversely Israeli citizens now face the very real risk 
that attending a nightclub or walking down the street will 
suddenly become a scene of slaughter and hon"or. Such 
horror, however, pales before the possible armed 
anarchy of a Palestinian power-vacuum. Israelis are 
waking up to the cruel Irony of Ehud Barak's election 
slogan of 'Peace with Security,' as It Is now Impossible to 
forecast when next there will be either. 
Musharraf s speech 
February saw India and Pakistan step back from the 
brink of war, just as they did in 1999 after a border 
dispute in Kashmir. This rugged and beautiful comer of 
the world Is also amongst the most dangerous, with large 
formations of Indian and Pakistani troops facing each 
other across the so-called 'line of control.' This time the 
provocation was the botched terrorist attack on India's 
pariiament by what India claims were state-sponsored 
Pakistani terrorists. Belligerent words from India's Prime 
Minster, Atal Behari Vajpayee, and members of both the 
government and military followed, demanding action from 
Pakistan in shutting down terrorist organisations 
operating there, at the risk of war if it did not. Both 
countries quickly mobilized hundreds of thousands of 
troops, moving both to nearly a full war footing. This was, 
to put it mildly a worrying course of events. Both 
countries have tested nuclear weapons, and have 
already fought three wars since 1947 - four if the proxy 
war with Pakistan-sponsored rebels near Kargil in 1999 
is counted. 
The tension was only defused, after a month of fearful 
brinkmanship, by one of the most important speeches in 
Pakistan's 53-year history. It was made by Pakistan's 
President, General Pen/ez Musharraf, the military ruler 
who rested power from Pakistan's corrupt but 
democratically elected government 18 months ago. In It, 
he went further than any other leader in Pakistani history 
in distancing himself from terrorism and militancy in 
Kashmir, a statement most obsen/ers agreed would have 
led to the downfall of any civilian leader. He also made a 
historic commitment to resolving the problem of Kashmiri 
self-determination by political - and not military - means. 
For most Pakistanis, this was anathema. Kashmir, the 
only Muslim-majority state in India, has experienced 
neariy 15 years of bloody guerilla war, waged in the most 
part by Kashmiri militants with substantial financial and 
military backing from Pakistan. Many militant religious 
groups based in Pakistan have sent fighters to Kashmir, 
just as in the 80's they were sent to Afghanistan to fight 
against the Soviets. More importantly for ordinary 
Pakistanis brought up to believe in Pakistan as the home 
of the sub-continent's Muslims, the fate of Kashmir is a 
burning issue. General Musharrafs speech - and 
subsequent decision to round up hundreds of militants 
and suspected terrorists - was a courageous decision. In 
doing so, he averted catastrophe, mollifying India 
sufficiently to lower the temperature a few degrees. At 
the same time, he called for Pakistan to modernise as 
the only way for it to advance in the International 
community, a statement interpreted as arguing for a step 
away from Islamic fundamentalism. So far, the negative 
reaction in Pakistan to his remarkable speech has been 
muted. But only time will tell whether Mushan"af can keep 
a lid on his country's tumultuous energies. Like military 
rulers in other parts of the muslim world - as in Turkey 
or the dari<er example of Algeria - he may find that 
suppressing religious zeal can be a dangerous business 
indeed. The world can only hope that he continues to 
succeed In his delicate balancing act. 
Refugee policy 
February saw refugees in the Woomera detention centre 
stage hunger strikes to highlight their plight. The 
mandatory detention of illegal immigrants in this country 
began under Labor in the mid 90's, but it was the 
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Howard Government who significantly ramped up the 
scale of the policy to cope with what the media painted 
as a 'crisis' of boat people arrivals. The same media 
has been quick to label the Woomera strife as a similar 
crisis, allowing Prime Minister Howard and his factotum 
in the Immigration Department, Phillip Ruddock, to 
savour all sorts of juicy sound-bites about the evil ways 
of people who sew children's lips together Indeed, the 
rhetonc of 'queue-jumping' and 'people smugglers' has 
proved an outstanding success on the talk-back radio 
circuit, and there is no sign of popular support waning 
for Australia's policy of turning away boats with the 
Navy, and locking up asylum seekers whenever they 
reach our shores. This is despite the fact that the 
biggest people 'smuggler' in the region is now actually 
the Australian Navy which is routinely transporting 
many hundreds of desperately poor refugees to island 
specks in the Pacific for lengthy imprisonment. 
Yet again, the crisis at Woomera has shown the 
adroitness of the Howard Government at wedge 
politics. Since the arrival ofthe Tampa In the middle of 
the election campaign last year, the Liberal Party's 
relentiess campaign of refugee demonisation and 
coded racial messages has left the ALP all at sea. The 
problem for Simon Crean now, as it was for Kim 
Beazley before, is the terrible popularity of the 
Government's stance, which leaves ALP strategists 
convinced that supporting a more humane policy will 
result in electoral ruin. But the bipartisan support of the 
camps and Pacific 'solution' has left the ALP morally 
adrift, unable to resolve a gripping internal conflict 
between the electorally popular and what most of its 
members feel to be right. Simon Crean has 
consequently decided to say very little, leaving the 
door open for the many critics of asylum-seeker policy 
in his own party to vent their dissent. With the 
Woomera hunger strikes resolved by careful 
negotiation - forced on Ruddock not by the ALP but by 
an increasingly critical broadsheet press - the Howard 
Government's consen/ative third term agenda looks 
more entrenched than ever. 
There is a cost, though. It stretches beyond the nearty 
$2 billion annually that the Pacific solution is already 
depleting from the budget. The unwelcome media 
scrutiny of Government policy that has surrounded the 
Tampa and Woomera incidents has led to an alarming 
increase in the bounds and scope of Government 
secrecy, as more and more media access Is prohibited 
to detention centres and Pacific Island processing 
camps. There is also the cost to the image of Australia 
in the eyes of the wortd, which finds the Howard 
Government's actions bewildering when compared to 
the vast refugee problems of Africa, Afghanistan and 
the Middle East. Finally there is also the cost to the 
hearts and minds of many ordinary Australians, who 
have come to realise that their country is much more 
willing to lock up innocent people (remember: the 
refugees arriving here have broken no laws) than they 
once thought. 
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EAST TIMOR 
-ANATION IN 
THE MAKING 
BY LYMA NGUYEN 
East Timor is the newest nation in the 
world. For a country that has suffered 
four centuries of colonisation by the 
Portuguese, 24 years of occupation 
and oppression by Indonesia, and 
systematic and widespread 
destruction of its people and 
infrastructure, the spirit of the East 
Timorese is still one of hope and 
optimism. 
I traveled to East Timor with a group of seven students from 
the United Nations Youth Association (UNYA Qld). Our 
objective was to get a (youth) perspective on the problems 
faced by East Timorese youth in a post-conflict era. We 
hoped to form possible solutions that could be accomplished 
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within their nation, as well as ways that we could assist them 
back in Australia, My own purpose was to expenence a 
different reality, and that I did. 
We were all in awe at the change in environment and 
atmosphere as we stepped off the plane, despite having been 
exposed to it through the media and having a prior 
understanding that what we were about to see was reality for 
most of the world's population. Under-development is an 
understatement. Poverty was evident on the streets of Dili 
and moreso in the country areas of East Timor. Proof of the 
violence from September 1999 was widespread - the remains 
of burnt out buildings became a common sight. The East 
Timor landscape was gorgeously scenic, unpolluted and 
ostensibly untouched. 
It was therefore surprising to see a Han/ey Norman store in 
Dili - an initial indication of globalisation in progress. Street 
sellers buzzing around large, overpriced supermarkets was a 
contrasting sight. Many shops were extensions of people's 
houses - with the window open as a counter. Indeed, things 
were different from our lives in Australia, Everything was more 
chaotic, but at the same time, things worked out. Traffic 
regulated itself without signs or traffic lights, but accidents 
were a common occurrence. Dogs, chickens, buffalo and 
goats got right of way on the roads. Because things were 
more disordered there was more danger involved in everyday 
"IT IS EASY TO FORGET THAT THERE 
ARE OTHERS, JUST LIKE OURSELVES, 
WHO SUFFER BY NO FAULT OF THEIR 
OWN BUT FOR THE CIRCUMSTANCES 
INTO WHICH THEY WERE BORN." 
activities. I realised that life revolved around survival for the 
locals, although to them, this was the norm. 
I fell in love with the children of East Timor. They greeted us 
with such enthusiasm and affection that it seemed as though 
they were never tainted by the violence they suffered only two 
years ago. The appreciation lavished on us by the locals was 
at times oven/vhelming. I think the presence of young 
internationals in East Timor (especially students who financed 
themselves and came of their own free will and motivation) 
gave the people a sense of hope that the international 
community still supported them, and that they were not 
forgotten. 
In the month we spent there, we witnessed the nation-building 
process of East Timor in its prime stages. The United Nations 
Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET) was there 
to overlook the reconstruction of infrastructure and establish 
institutions of government. Never had I seen so many Non-
Governmental Organisations (NGO's) in one place, and the 
presence of internationals became commonplace to us. 
Although International UN staff were criticized by many local 
staff for their lack of commitment and 
elevated wages, many admitted that 
East Timor will not be ready for them to 
pull out in May this year. 
We were briefed by many NGOs on 
their roles in the nation-building process 
of East Timor, and witnessed the 
drafting of the country's constitution at 
the Constituent Assembly UNYA held a 
youth conference in Lospalos, at the 
UNICEF building where we taught 
English. From this, we learnt that the 
main problems facing youth were 
unemployment, health and education, 
problems easily foreseen in developing 
countries. There was a lot to learn, but 
I also discovered that things happen 
very slowly in developing countries, if 
only due to the lack of transport and 
communication available. 
East Timor was an unforgettable 
experience, though coming from a first worid country, any 
developing country would be. It is easy to forget that we are 
the most privileged 1 % in the world. It is easy to forget that 
there are others, just like ourselves, who suffer by no fault of 
their own but for the circumstances into which they were born. 
Perhaps I am young and idealistic, but if there is one 
philosophy that I have come to adopt it is that circumstances 
can be changed by conscious action, and individuals can 
make a huge difference. East Timor is one nation that has 
endured death, destruction and pain in its quest for freedom, 
independence and self-sovereignty. The nation is now in its 
developmental stages, and it will be many years before we 
see the effects of globalisation in this potential tourist 
destination. Only time will tell whether the Western model of 
development will be beneficial or detrimental to East Timor. 
What is important for us all to remember, in this era of conflict 
and crisis in the worid, is that ignorance Is bliss, but ignorance 
is not reality 
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NAM SHUB OF ENKI / 
/'fuck piece'(2001) 
RGB »red/green/blue// 
Lines of colour are created and refreshed on 
screen at a frequency of 75hz. Have my eyes now 
adjusted to this rate and consequently do I now 
view the world at 75hz and does that explain the 
exquisite trails in my vision at half past nine after 
another coffee+Zcigarette.. or is this just an 
elaborate excuse to shadow the excesses of other 
recreational activities? 
At what point do we become cyborg? While my 
interactions with the real-world decline, my reliance 
on technology has altered my thought patterns 
more than I'd like to admit, however, I have not yet 
met the fate of others, who laugh at embedded 
jokes in computer code and dream of 
defragmenting their brains. I feel I have a 
symbiotic relationship with my machine.. I treat it's 
fumblings with understanding and respect (it still 
authoritatively provides a correction for colour, 
thanks but you're wrong) and in turn It 
acknowledges that I'm Just a complex series of 
chemical reactions, who's math and logic just don't 
compare. 
While others write of real world dilemmas of day to 
day life, I find solace in the bit revolution and the 
decimation of culture into easily distributed digits, 
(and as the well publicised napster dispute has 
demonstrated, this is not a foreign concept for a 
good chunk of the population). 
We are in an era where anyone with internet 
access can start their own media empire and 
where some of the most creative output comes 
from tinkering In a bedroom. So this little column 
aspires to cover some of the intricacies of a digital 
culture, and all those lovely consumables that 
result. 
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'Fuck Piece' is the 
long anticipated l ^ ^ i S ^ i f ^ ' S s f D iM'li 
second album from 
brisbane's Nam Shub 
of Enki, aka Phil 
Thomson. A favourite 
at Brisbane parties 
over the past few 
years, Nam Shub's ;»lfTi f,5J!if^ilL H , I if 
music succeeds in 
drawing from a wide 
palette of musical influences; breakbeat, 
electronica, trance, noise and techno but producing 
a sound that exists outside of the usual genre 
boundries. Fuck Piece is a slick release, 
showcasing the diversity of the Nam Shub sound 
and the quality of musical output that Brisbane is 
capable of. Throughout the whole album, a high 
production aesthetic is maintained, with nam shub's 
technical wizardry providing an escape from 
repetition or stagnation within each track. The 
album starts with I love You Pussy, a collaboration 
with Lulu from Kunt which received massive airplay 
on 4ZZZ previous to the album's release. Other 
highlights of the album for me include Noizzzeee 
Kunts, which has caused severe dance-floor 
damage on several occasions, Rolf, a cut-up of 
Rolf Harris samples, CubeS and the closing track. 
Metamorphosis ot the Sixth Creation, a smooth 
abstract beat exploration. All In all, this is a strong 
release that is already gaining attention from 
abroad Fuck Piece is released and distributed by 
Demon Tea. 
For more info check www.demontea.com pA 
RHIZOME www.rhizome.ora 
the net art contingency... open discussion on net art 
issues and bulletin boards for events woridwide... 
SLASHDOT www.RlaRhdotora 
'news for nerds, stuff that matters' says it all really.. 
a self moderated resource for anything slightly tech 
related... 
GIZMO www.4zzzfm.org.au/Qizmo/ 
4zzz's gizmo project... a peep hole into the 
bedrooms of some ot Brisbane's electronic music 
talent. With loads of downloadable tracks... 
AUDIO VISUALIZERS www.audiovisualizers.com 
for all your VJ needs... 
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Vytt j^ l ie^^s of content on fals.ch I 
thbught^I'd'take the time to review a 
' " i ; : '^  couple of artists from ,au the first 
being Sydney based Paul Gough, 
aka, pimmon, who's music 
credentials seem to widen as we speak. Almost 
famous overseas, and even playing the odd gig in 
brisbane, pimmon's contribution to fals.ch is a prize 
pig known as "top40fodder". pimmon uses his 
distinctive style to rip a good slab of old hits to bits, 
from the harsh and disjointed 'Olivia Newton John' to 
the sublime tripped out mass choir of 'Kylie Minogue'. 
pimmon's music is like being entranced by a logfire, 
ignoring the occasional burning embers on the carpet, 
while anxiously anticipating the whole log rolling out 
and burning the house down, pimmon's real skill lies 
in his ability to construct works that never stand still. 
His ability to create a trance is equally balanced by his 
ability to break it. Top40Fodder is condensed in strict 
pop fashion to 12 tracks in 11 minutes for (easier) 
consumption, pimmon will be playing in Brisbane later 
this year at Fabrique at the Powerhouse! 
The second release on the menu is the improv duo of 
Jim Denley + Martin Ng, who I had the fortune to 
catch live this time last year. Their contribution 
through fals.ch entitled "fb36" consists of three tracks. 
Permit me to demonstrate how this sounds., take Oh-, 
iree jazz record., take 01 blender., add 01 record to 01 *' 
blender and pulse repeatedly., take record pieces out\^ 
of blender., using 01 role of tape, reassemble 01 
record and place on record platter., superb listening., 
and Martin Ng's aim to radically redefine turntabalism 
is not restricted to this fine fals.ch release, see also 
his colaboration with Austrian laptop viruoso Mathias 
GmachI, under the name GGATTCTCATTC. It's all a 
lot of tun really, falsch provides the perfect place for 
sore but persistent eardrums. PK 
http: //shift .jijp.org 
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On June 24,1978, the Mardi 
Gras was born out of a 1,000 
strong International Solidarity 
Day March. 
This march commemorated the 
Stonewall riots of 1969, where gay, 
lesbian, transgendered and bisexual 
(LGTB) women and men barricaded 
police inside the Stonewall Bar in New 
York, calling for an end to the raids on 
gay venues. The solidarity march in 
Sydney called for an end to 
discrimination against homosexuals in 
employment and housing within 
Australia. 153 people were arrested at 
the solidarity march. Charges were 
later dropped, but the march had 
attracted support. The following year 
3000 people took to the streets, and 
by 1982 had grown to 10 000. Yet, 
since the 1987 Mardi Gras we have 
seen the degeneration from a political 
protest to an apolitical parade which 
had an economic impact of 99 million 
dollars on the city of Sydney in 1998. 
The Mardi Gras has come to mean 
profit and pink dollars for 'gay friendly 
corporations interested in making a 
buck out of the commodification of 
queer sexuality. 
The Mardi Gras no longer represents 
a forum for claiming LGTB rights but a 
way for corporations to exploit a niche 
market. Think $110 tickets to the 
Sleaze After-Party!!! LGTB people will 
not gain rights or liberation through the 
commodification of our identity. 
Australia has the highest gay male 
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suicide rate in the worid, yet our 
community centres and aid councils 
are shutting down due to lack of 
funding. The corporations that put 
billions of dollars into funding the 
Mardi Gras (Virgin Blue, Mount 
Franklin and Telstra to name a few) 
are not supporting the community in 
areas where the funding is needed. 
The Mardi Gras itself is just one 
particular highlight of the pink dollar 
which is prevalent within gay culture, 
from queer magazines to white, middle 
class, gay male, misogynist niteclubs. 
One gets a sense from reading our 
newspapers and magazines that we 
prefer chic to critique. It seems 
lifestyle, not liberation is to be the 
catch cry. Lifestyle may be easier 
than police raids, imprisonment and 
harassment, but could it be that we 
have simply been sedated? Karl 
Marx said 'religion is the opiate of the 
people'; maybe law reform is our 
Prozac? (Gary Dowsett, 1999) 
However there are Queer and Queer-
friendly activists all over the world 
fighting against the commodification 
of sexuality. This year at the Mardi 
Gras, Community Action Against 
Homophobia (C/\AH) is organising a 
float with the theme 'Global Pride — 
Love without Borders'. The aim of 
the C/\AH float is to inject politics 
back into one of the main events of 
the Queer community. The main 
alms are: 
* Build international queer solidarity. 
The fight for LGTB rights must be 
global. 
* An end to the war in Afghanistan. 
Queers as well refugees have been 
cruelly scapegoated In an attempt to 
divert attention. In Egypt gay men 
have been imprisoned and tortured to 
divert the anger of the religious Right, 
who believe Egypt's involvement in the 
war on Afghanistan is a rejection of 
Islam. 
* A worid without racism, as racism is 
interlinked with homophobia, and 
prevalent within our community. 
Unless we actively reject racism, only 
a very small proportion of LGTB 
people will be liberated. 
* A worid without violence. Australian 
LGTB people still face discrimination 
within the media and legal and health 
systems, and unacceptable amounts 
of physical violence due to 
homophobia. 
QuACE Is a Brisbane based queer 
community group committed to fighting for 
queer liberation and against homophobia, 
through direct action and linking the 
struggles of oppressed people. QuACE 
will be organising people to go to Sydney 
to be involved In the CAAH float. If you 
would like to be involved call Justine on 
0408 066 496 or come to a QuACE 
(Queers Against Corporate Exploitation) 
meeting. To find out when QuACE meets 
email: quacequeer@yahoo.co.uk or ask 
your Queer Sexuality Officer at UQ Union: 
(07) 33772200 and ask for Sam or Bek. 
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The Graduate 
Medical 
Program 
Life in 1st-year med with 'only' a B.A: 
In hindsight, you could say that i was faidy masochistic, going 
through that whole eight-hour GAMSAT thing and beginning first-
year medicine without so much as a glance at anything to do 
with science. Would you believe, (chuckling at my naivete), that 
I honestly thought that with my broadness in academic scxDpe I 
would be doing the best thing for myself, and thus, ultimately my 
patients. (Ah!) Medicine, (I thought) the most rigid of fields, 
steeped in conservatism and tradition; inflexible to the growing 
popularity in 'altemative' practices - why I could change the very 
face of it! Wiping away a nostalgic tear at the heady ideals of 
youth, I speak as a very time-weathered and wiser 
second-year now when I say merely keeping my 
head above water has tempered (if not squashed) 
my best-laid plans. 
Yes, first year was a series of trials, not in the least 
because it involved a complete fiBme shift in 
thought (from pathos/ethos to logos? Pertiaps an 
incofponation of all thnee); a move, you might say 
lirom 'us' to them' - or, basically mixing with those 
scjencey-types. That is not to say that the wori< was not 
enjoyable: indeed it was most challenging and stimulating to my 
poefry-littered mind. Perhaps the most surprising factor is the 
(gasp) inclusiveness ofthe graduate medical program (and 
thankfully so for my sdence-impained brain). Unlike a typical 
straight sdence or arte course, the Graduate Medical Program 
(GMP) has the expected weight of dinical sciences but also 
indudes population and preventative health and ethics. In fact, 
much of the challenge lies in tiie self-directedness of tiie course 
program, not completely unlike ttie research wort< I did as an 
undergraduate. 
Many would say that medidne has a somewhat valid stereotype 
of being a namDw, insular field (a tad elitist, even). However, it is 
my belief- and here's my plug for the GMP - tiiat the shift in 
medical education from tiie traditional six-year fiesh-out-of-school 
course to the graduate four year one has done much to tum ttiis 
around. In the old days, medidne was made up of a group of 
very smart, top-scoring, (sodally advantaged?) school-leavers, 
but oh-so-inexperienced and often lacking in conversational 
abilities. In short, with not much to bring to medidne. Divided as 
we are into tiie PBL (Problem Based Leaming) group staidure, I 
feel we are instead compelled to relate to people who are 
different from Uiose we are familiar witii, and are forced out of tiie 
secure groups we have become accustomed to. 
My first year of medidne was anytfiing but easy particularly 
because tiie gneatest and most testing revolution I experienced 
was in my own mind. I have certainly incorporated a more 
realist bent to my way of thinking, and have grown and expanded 
in not completely unpleasant ways. Admittedly tiie sheer enonnity 
of the daily mind wori< will be more that enough to occupy me for 
tiie next twenty years or so t)efone I cause any seismic shifts in tiie 
woild of medidne. All in all, first year medidne witiiout taking tiie 
'usual' undergraduate options was certainly a fairiy rough road to 
take, but far ftom impossible. You too can do medidne witii 'only' a 
BA, and you might thank yourself for it (not now, but at a later date). 
And in my last spouting, and I offer tiiis advice to any first yeans in 
particular, because of tiie inherent exdusiveness of medidne, or 
indeed any otiier tertiary course, I stress tiie 
importance of netaining a balanced lifestyle witii 
outside pursuits and interests. Espedally for tiie 
purpose of keeping an open mind - and heart - to 
tiuly conbibute to your chosen field. 
Kate Rodwell 
atct^tfs 
CONSIDERING A 
CAREER IN 
MEDICINE? 
PREPARING FOR 
GAMSAT? 
GOTO 
OZIMED.COM.AU ! 
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What I like about art is tiie way tiie artist is able to express tiieir 
feelings toward a particular subject, not tiie way tfiey render tiiat 
subject on tiie page. 
When I look at a piece of art I like to see tiie ariisfs heart 
bleeding, or hear tiieir joy or feel ttieir anger before I can admire 
ttie piece for its adherence to, or deviation from, certain 
convention. When I enjoy music I enjoy it for tiie passion I hear 
in it, not because I hear a dever arrangement of notes or 
because I can tell it has taken a lot oftime to produce. Most of 
ttie music I like has no notes and is as under-produced as 
possible. When 1 find literature I like it is usually for its 
unconventional use of descriptive techniques, grammar and 
syntax. I may have no idea what ttie auttior is talking about but I 
experience tiieir juxtaposition of words and sentences to convey 
ttieir feelings, which often wori« in a way similar to dreaming. 
I am not an auttiority in any of tfie tiiree fields I want to talk 
about. I really don't know anytiiing much at all about visual art, 
and so I am not really going to talk afccut it. I couW go and 
research some ofthe relevant topics, aestfietics, pnobably some 
psychology history, and critiques by real analysts. But since I am 
on my holidays 1 don't really have ttie indination. Besktes, ttiat 
would go contrary to my argument which is ttiat In art (at tfie 
moment I am using art in ttie broad sense so ttiat it indudes 
literature and music), emotional expression is often lostttirough 
ttie intellectualisation of response. When an artist refines ttieir 
initial sketch/Iine/riff/whatever over and over again until It fits into a 
pattern, following tfie convention tfiat has been set by previous 
artists in ttiat fieW ttiey are gradually rennoving ttie original fclea; 
primitive, raw, honest. 
One of my favourite literary figures wtio breaks away fiiKn 
convention is Gertmde Stein. Initially Gertrude Stein is hard to 
grasp, because her wort< is so Incredibly IndMdual, but wtien 
you've read enough of it it starte to wori< - a littie bit. From what I 
can tell Stein composed her poetiy by tiiinking really hard about 
sometiiing or someone and ttien proceeding to record every 
tfiought tfiat came into her (sub-consdous) head and out tiirough 
her hand while she kept ttie image of tiiat ttiing/person in her 
consdousness. Okay tills might not be right exactiy, but 
remember I did say ttiat 1 wasn't going to research, and tiieie is 
plenty of contention as to how she composed her poetiy, 
anyway One of her most famous lines goes somettiing like: 'a 
rose is a nose is a rose'. Stein v\/as reported to have daimed tiiat 
ttiis line was ttie first time a rose had really been alive in poetty 
for a long long time. Roses featuring in most poems are much of 
a muchness, but when 'a rose is a nose is a nose', it starts to 
solidify. It is not some washed out image tfiat has been handed 
down ttirough ttie lines of tfadition. It reinforces itself each time. It 
is not repeated but enhanced. 
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Anotfier great autfior is Janet Frame. She wrote tiie novel 'Owls Do 
Cry* which some first year literature students might become familiar 
witti by ttie end of ttie year. The first page of ttiis novel in particular 
uses descriptive language such as 'snow-black beanflower'. Frame's 
imagery is unique and immediate. It does not seem to me tfiat she 
has spent hours stressing over semantics. She just writes how she 
feels. The Romantics wrote about wanting to express tiiemselves at 
ttie height of sublime elevation, but ttiey also talked about ttie 
consdous choice of certain vw^ nds and language. It is my opinion ttiat 
if someone was actually in a sublime state, consdousness would 
dissolve and we would have real responsive language such as tiiat 
used by Gertrude Stein and Janet Frame. 
Musically tiiene have been lots of styles tfiat accommodate ttie need 
for raw free expnessbn; for example, jazz and blues (espedally jazz, 
which is said to be a derivative of tiaditional aftican music). It seems 
to me ttiat big dmm jams encourage free expression ttirough music, 
and (I leamed tills part from some Christian propaganda) tiiis type of 
music has ttie power to make people get up and dance, or take off 
ttieir dottles beyond ttieir consdous conti'ol. Improvised jazz and 
blues is ttie best, and tfie players who eventually began to compose 
tfieir music (mostiy tfie vy/hite guys who wanted to appropriate a style 
ttiat was becoming very popular) lost some of tfie vitality ttiat existed 
previously. Brisbane has its share of local improvised talent, but 
unfortunately ttiey are hard for establishments to accept. 
Improvisation is not ttie only way to express yourself freely and 
dearty in music. Lydia Lunch flaunted all tfie set conventions by 
never leaming a chord on her guitar, manipulating tiie stiings witii 
metal objects, and wailing (not singing) into tfie microphone. There is 
''emotional expression is often 
lost through the intellectualisation 
of response" 
no denying ttiat Lunch's style is completely unique, a way of 
expressing her indivkJual rage which would be impossible to do using 
any standard forniat Ottier bands from ttie no-wave movement 
adopt a similar stance when it comes to chords, tfiat is: frjck chords 
and ryttiym and everytiiing else. I can't understand why tiaditional 
punk, witfi ite tiiree-diord verse-choms-verse variation tfiat has 
t)eoome so gtoriously commerdal, is still considered to be a 
legitimate form of individual self-expression. 
The members of Babes in Toyland are all self -taught musidans who 
regulariy flaunt convention by incorporating tiibal drum beats and 
noise guitar, while Kat Bjelland is alternately howling like a banshee 
or giriishly confidential. Their songs have space for tiie most 
contfasting states. Tlie Slits also use more tiibal dmm beats to 
deliberately disrupt ttie standard 4/4 timing, to remove ttiemselves 
from a tiBdition in order to communicate in a way tiiat is distinctive 
and personalised. But ttiere Is some music ttiat Is such an extreme 
form of self-expression it can only be referred to as noise. Noise is 
instrument or etedronic based and involves ttie distortion of any 
sound into a frisson, a cartharsis of anyttiing. Since ttiere are no 
ailes, not even slightiy anytiiing goes. Anytiiing. 
What I have noticed while writing ttiis is ttiat most of my examples are 
women. And I wonder why? Maybe because women have less 
tradition in ttie arts. Maybe because tiiey have less of a set pattern to 
follow ttiey are forced to create tfieir own. Maybe because tiiey are 
(like tfie Slits) consdously rejecting masculine conventions. Maybe 
because women have always been considered emotional, and 
irrational it stands to reason tfiat tfieir creative energies are naturally 
going to resist any rationalising process. 
This is not to say tfiat men are unable to express ttieir emotions as 
passionately and distinctively just tiiat it might be instinctive for 
women. Mayfce I'm just a die-hard feminist. Because tfiere are still 
heaps of men experimenting witii self-expression, espedally in noise, 
and ttiey were ttie purveyors of improvised jazz. In any case art 
(again in ttie broad sense) should have communication as its base 
objective. Real artists should not be looking to fit tiiemselves into a 
tiBdition, but should be striving to express tiiemselves as originally 
primitively and honestiy as possible. 
Cheryl 
B3NT BOOKS 
wishes you all 
another year of 
brainstretching success! 
And a big weicome to 
all new students! 
Once you have settled in, 
catch a cat to West End, 
and discover us! 
For the best range 
of quality secondhand titles, 
literature & non-fiction. 
(No text books, but we 
can point you in the right direction!) 
L 
205a Boundary Street, 
West End Q 4104 
Phone:38465004 
www.bentbooks.conn.au 
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standards. Maybe this is 
whacked, but shouldn't UQ 
money (i.e. public 
money) be 
spent 
UQ Student Union provides 
many services: academic 
support, clubs to join, food 
refectories, a cinema and 
theatre, activities and activism. 
While all of these are Important, 
activism is the primary task 
of a student union. 
All the 
other 
services could be 
provided by different 
organisations (as is the case on 
other campuses). A union exists 
to campaign for the rights of its 
members. The money the union 
receives ensures it can 
campaign autonomously and 
produce independent media. 
Participation is the key to a 
strong union. It is unfortunate 
that participation is at an 
unacceptably low level. There are 
many reasons for this. At the 
inspiring peak of student activism in 
the 1960s and 1970s, rallies around 
the Vietnam War, women's rights 
and indigenous rights would fill the 
Great Court. Perhaps the 
possibility for change 
seemed greater. Also, 
students generally 
had more time back 
then to protests. 
Today students 
need to work to 
survive, even if 
they are receiving 
Youth 
Allowance/Pittance 
There's also more 
pressure on academic 
and general staff today, thanks 
to Howard's funding cuts to 
universities, and our very own 
Vice Chancellor John Hay's 
warped priorities. For those who 
aren't
 aware. Hay is using UQ 
money to assist in creating an 
International online university. 
Sounds great doesn't it! Unless 
of course you're not mega-rich, 
or expect high academic 
the inspiring 
. peak of student 
activism in the it 
1960's and 1970's, ^ 
rallies around the 
Vietnam War, women's 
rights and indigenous i 
rights would fil! the 
- Great Court.' 
on 
UQ and not 
on a private 
'university? VVhy don't we 
just donate truckloads of cash to 
Bond Uni down the road? 
Activism Is essential - whether It 
be for childcare, a safe campus, 
a better environment, or against 
homophobia, capitalism or 
Bush's 'War on Innocent 
Afghans'. The 811 protests in 
Melbourne in 2000 
demonstrated that people are 
angry and are seeking 
alternatives. Banks are still 
making record profits and 
sacking staff, while the rest of us 
are told that recession is around 
the corner. Arab people around 
Australia are increasingly under 
attack, including on Brisbane 
campuses. Indigenous 
Australians are still being kicked 
in the gut by a racist 
system. John'Hanson , 
may have left my *^ ^ 
arty, but her policies 
aven't' Howard is 
still Prime Minister, 
oward may think 
that having a gay 
hild would be a 
issapointment, but 
that's nothing 
compared to having a 
racist head of state. 
The reason a student union 
must take up these issues is 
because it needs a holistic 
perspective. Parents frequently 
need accessible childcare to ~. 
attend university. Students such 
as those from a non-English 
speaking background, a non-
Anglo-Saxon background, and 
queer students cannot 
participate fully 
if they are/ 
subject to 
racist and 
homophobic abuse and 
assault (either explicit or subtle). 
Ethically questionable 
multinational corporations (who 
are causing immense 
environmental degradation and 
who are involved in military 
production) are increasingly 
funding degrees in science and 
engineering - are these 
companies really going to • 
encourage scrutiny and 
discussions of ethics? And 
what's the point of an education 
if we end up with a screwed 
society? I certainly don't want to 
live in a world where the 
environment is under huge 
threat and refugees are subject 
to racist scapegoating. It's 
refugees today, and who's next? 
Fighting for the rights of 
students inherently means 
fighting for the rights of all. 
Thus the student union should 
run campaigns on campus, on 
community and global issues. 
dniy 17% of students 
even bother to vote in 
student elections (about 
4000 students), which is nothing 
when friends and relatives are 
taken out of the equation. It's 
easy to criticise office bearers 
and 'student politicians'. It's part 
of the general ease of apathy 
The student union will never be 
resportSiyl-Lintil the majority of 
students|»agicipate. Why 
particip|i^|Look around you -
there's | l | | l | i o get passionate 
about,^|||^^|||nty of things to 
changifiipfiojiljng is not only 
easy, 
cowan 
outta 
diss! 
Kim 
Wf^i!C;(M 
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ERESIDENr 
Christopher Don Vernon (Voice) 
SECRETARY 
Lisa Marie Chesters (Voice) 
TREASURER 
Aaron Michael Meadows (Voice) 
EDUCATION RIGHTS OFFICER 
Kieren Michael Ngalia McGovem (Voice) 
WELFARE RlOnS OFFICER 
Gregory Ross (Voice) 
STUDENT REPRESENTAnON OFFICER 
Edmee Le Roy (Voice) 
ACTIVITIES OFFICER 
Lara Furst (Voice) 
CLAJBS AND SOCIETIES OFFICER 
Peter David Fenton (Voice) 
ENVIRDNMENT OFFICER 
Jason Pliilip Maher (Mojo) 
WOMEN'S RIGHTS OFFICER 
Elizabeth Stephanie Ahem 
(Voice) 
POffTGRADUATE OFFICER 
Siiton J d m Ross (Voice) 
lURBCT STREET OFFICER 
Vacant — no noninations 
HOSPITALS OFFICER 
Nicholas Ian Brown 
(Independant) 
IPSWICH CAMPUS OFFICER 
Jason Gary McKay (Voice) 
QUEER SEXUALHY OFFICER 
Rdaecca Natasha Thattson & Sairuel 
Walter (Queers In Action) 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS OFFICER 
Jondan Balke Elbert & Ezequiel Rebruj 
(Voice) 
DISABILITIES OFFICER 
Vacant — no nominations 
CnTiT.F)PKS OFFICER 
Serena Cheung & David Nixon (Mojo) 
ARTS FACULTY OFFICER 
Lorna Oliver (Voice) 
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL SCIENCES 
FACULTY OFFICER 
Thcmas Barsha & Matt Kearney 
(MDJO) 
BUSINESS, ECONOMICS AND LAW 
FACULTY OFFICER 
Makisa Wada Hoang & Michael 
James Pox (Everest) 
ENGINEERING, PHYSICAL SCIENCES & 
ARCHIIECTURE FACULTY OFFICER 
Sam Darvall & Matthew Payne 
(Mojo) 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
ANNUAL ELECTION RESULTS 
HEALIH SCIENCES FACULTY OFFICER 
David Graham (Mojo) 
NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE & 
VETERINARY SCIENCES FACULTY 
OFFICER 
Justin Tiiiothy McMahon & 
Christina Tellefsen(Independent) 
SOCIAL AND BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES 
FACULTY OFFICER 
Selvin Won Kwong (Voice) 
UNION NEWSPAPER EDITOR 
Hannah Lea Brooks, Renee Dodds & 
Holly Zwalf (SHOOT!) 
COUNCILLORS 
1. Daninic McGrath (Voice) 
2. James Hurtphries (Mojo) 
Jonathan Krause (Everest) 
Lyma Nguyen (Voice) 
Michael Kelly (Mojo) 
Kathleen McGovem (Voice) 
Shane Smith (Mojo) 
Catherine Laherty (Voice) 
Eliza Matthews (Mojo) 
Angela Gill (Everest) 
Erin Mackle (Voice) 
Rebecca Smith (Queers In Action) 
Vanessa Lai (Mojo) 
P ^ Bacon (Independent) 
Edmond Power (Mojo) 
16. Sacha Fenton (Voice) 
Simon Rowell (Everest) 
Daniel Goldman (Voice) 
Kate Bamett (Cheers) 
Matthew Tyndale-Tozer 
(Access) 
21. Debra Chesters (Voice) 
22. Lisa White (Independent) 
23. Sarah Smith (Mojo) 
24. Phillipa Ahem (Voice) 
25. Camille Banks (College 
Students for Council) 
ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE 
1. Juliana Eleanor Virine 
(Voice) 
2. Reuben Thcnpstone (Mojo) 
3. Aaron Dean Marsham 
(Voice) 
4. Simon Addison Rowell 
(Everest) 
5. Elizabeth Stephanie Ahem 
(Voice) 
6. Eliza Matthews (Mojo) 
NUS DELEGATES 
1. Elizabeth Stephanie Ahem (Voice) 
2. Eliza Matthews (Mojo) 
3. Catherine Anne Laherty (Voice) 
4. Angela Carmela Gill (Everest) 
5. Shane SEnith (Mojo) 
6. Christqpher Don Vernon (Voice) 
7. Kim Stuart Bacon (Independent) 
POSTGRADUATE STUDENTS COMMITTEE 
1. Jennifer Lynne Shdth (Voice) 
2. Eliza Matthews (Mojo) 
3. Rachel Amanda Gethin-Jones (Voice) 
4. DcminLc Gerard McGrath (Voice) 
5. Marilla North (Voice) 
6. Veronica Elizabeth Graham (Voice) 
7. Terry Rodney GrMaerg (Voice) 
8. Matthew Cavanagh (Mojo) 
9. Simon Addison Rcwell (Everest) 
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OF h£FTI€ #SZZ-CIUTS 
my NUS report - Holly Zwalf 
SHAME SHAME SHAME SHAME SHAME 
The word is still echoing in my head months on from the annual National Union of Students (NUS) conference. Shame 
at the way those so-called 'lefties' behaved, shame at being forced to do deals with them In order to gain a footing in the 
union's bureaucracy. Shame at the National Organisation of Labor Students' (NOLS) dismissal of indigenous rights and 
racial sensitivity, and all in order to win office bearing positions in what now seems to me like a bizarre and introverted 
dog-eat-dog game that only the vicious can survive. 
WHAT IS NUS? 
Once a year the isolated campus of Ballarat Uni sees two hundred odd angry students descend on it like hungry 
locusts. They are hungry for the bureaucratic power rush that only NUS can give you. They are hungry for the twisted 
thrill of forcing people to their knees in order to get their way. It is a sadistic playground for the political hacks to play on 
at the expense of moral standards. It is also the place where the office-bearing positions, such as President, Education 
and Women's Officer are decided for the coming year. Policy is made, campaigns are planned and NUS is held 
accountable to the students who employ them. If you have payed your student union fees then you are a member of 
NUS. NUS has state and national branches, and is the body where students all over Australia can join forces against 
the corporatisation of our education and fight for a more equal and just world. It may sound cliched, but we are the new 
generation, and we have the power to change things, and student unions are traditionally the places where the most 
activism happens. But unfortunately, the NUS National Conference gets so tied up in bureaucracy that it is easy to lose 
sight of the bigger picture. So allow me to introduce the players. 
In the far-right corner we have the Liberals, who are pretty much out to create a stir, wearing Australian flags onto 
conference floor, setting up a tent embassy outside and continually shouting sexist, homophobic and racist abuse at 
speakers. Their behaviour at the most recent NUS conference was thoroughly disgusting. 
Next in line is Unity, the Labor Right, who are perhaps the most ridiculous faction. Unity are reknowned for their huge 
dusk-till-dawn parties where the virgin delegates get outrageously drunk every night. In the morning the old hacks 
weave their way through the bodies, picking up the proxy votes. Those who do manage to battle the hangovers and 
make it on to conference floor are merely puppets, raising their cards to vote when the dictator at the front tells them to. 
Unity is one of the many factions with a binding caucus, which means that if the group decideds to vote a particular way. 
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every single member must follow suit. 
From here it is debatable as to who is 'more left', Australian Labor Students (ALS) or NOLS. Being my first NUS, I was 
actually reasonably impressed with ALS, and not knowing much ofthe history 1 will leave their analysis at that. NOLS, in 
my mind, were the scummiest bunch, as explained below. 1 cannot begin to articulate my disgust at the way they 
disregarded indigenous issues, while grand-standing for their faction. 
On the far, far, fruity left (as someone dubbed them!) is the National Broad Left (NBL), one of the few non-binding caucus 
where people Can make up their own minds on issues and vote with their OWN 
hearts a n d heads , not s o m e o n e else's. The NBL consists of all the solldly left activists and activist 
organisations. The NBL's main agenda last year was to ensure that anti-war/racism policies were voted up and to make a 
strong left presence felt on conference floor. 
Past NUS conferences have become legendary for the crazy antics of various factions and 2001 was no exception. 
However what will probably stick out most in people's memories was the fact that Lizzie Blandthorn, the National General 
Secretary (and member of Unity, the Labor right) "forgot" to organise an indigenous welcome for the conference. It is NUS 
Policy that the General Secretary must organise an indigenous welcome to land, and has been for many years. Yet even 
when her "mistake" had been highlighted, she still failed to take action to organise a welcome, leaving it to the Indigenous 
Students Network (ISN) to sort out It was an uncomfortable position to be in, and many people felt it was inappropriate to 
even caucus (meet within factions), let alone allow conference to convene on land we had not been welcomed to. Yet 
when the ISN moved a motion on conference floor to call for Lizzie to be sacked due to her failure to perform her duties 
as General Secretary, NOLS ABSTAINED from voting. They didn't even have the guts to vote against it. And why? I 
believe it was because they were too pathetically ashamed to admit that they would compromise their beliefs in order to 
keep Unity happy It was Unity's General Secretary's job which was at stake with the putting of the motion, and NOLS 
didn't want to lose their deal with Unity for President. The so-called 'left' NOLS faction disappointed me more than any 
other group. It is a great shame that there are so many right-leaning people within a faction that essentially has good 
intentions and policies. But what is the point of being involved in politics to fight against inequality, if you are going to 
forsake all you believe in to vote on party lines, like a mindless sheep? If yOU are wi l l ing tO fo rsake all 
pass ion for the party then jo in the Liberals . At least they are honest about their motives. Don't hide 
behind a self-righteous image to ease your conscience. 
I left NUS hating most of the factions, but also with a new-found hope. There was a night when I realised that not only 
had the indigenous students been screwed around all year, but also that none of their policies even saw the light of day, 
due to bureaucratic fighting. 1 walked home ready to drown my sorrows in cheap wine, and was met at the door to my 
cabin with a sight that dragged me back down to earth and made me remember why I was there. Written in chalk on the 
wall was the following: 
i^^^cA%o \y^c^\a\c . -rUe -—^o^lM \s i-_/i<?te, -PCAI! erf 
The activists that I worked with at NUS were incredibly inspiring. Their ability to fight to make the Union's bureaucratic 
system work was admirable. The NBL secured two key office-bearer positions — National Education Officer, Camille 
Barbagallo. and National Environment Officer, Matt Skellern. The Left will be working through NUS to build national 
campaigns such as the National Day of Action against education cuts and the corporatisation of our universities, the anti-
capitalism protests on May Day (M1), and refugee and anti-war actions. Keep an eye out on campus for ways to join the 
struggle. So do not despair. There are people involved in the union who are willing to fight for real issues. And maybe 
the rest should just stick to fighting it out on conference floor, while the rea! unionists and activists get out on the ground 
and put our policies into practice, and fight for a better world. 
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For those of you v&io are coming here for the first time, welcome to UQ. For the rest of you, welcome back, 
thought I would use my first Semper report to give a few thoughts on student unionism and the potential it has to 
effect the conditions that face students. 
The basic principle behind Unionism is that together we are a stronger and more effective voice. In 2001 it was this 
principle of Unbnism that won many concessbns for students in the School of Veterinary Science. Vet students at 
UQ were faced with the potential non^ccredftation of their degrees, mounting debt to the University, a school with no 
professorial appointments, the dosure of a number of famn fadlities and a range of other problems. Only through the 
collective pressure of Vet students on ttie Uni, mounting media and community pressure and tiie co-ordinated efforts 
ofthe Union's Natural Resources, Agriculture and Veterinary Sdences Faculty Officers were Vet students successfiji 
in winning a number of concessions. 
It is a commonly hekl misconception tiiat you elect Union office-bearers merely to 
represent you, so tiiat tiiey can do ttie hard wori< to protect your rights as a student on 
various committees and boards. Ttie trutii is tiiat a lone voice on a committee means 
nothing to ttie University unless it is dear tfiat tiiat voice has a critical mass of students 
supporting its position. This means that on a numter of tiie big issues tiiis year, tiie Union 
will need your support if It is to succeed in getting tfie best outcome for students. Such 
support may come In tfie form of sometfiing as minimal as signing a petition or sending an 
email or letter, or may come In tfie form of attending a rally 
The indk:ation coming fixxn many sectors of tfie Uni is tfiat some faculties will be moving 
this year to allow quotas of domestic fiee paying undergraduate students into particular courses. Such a move would 
represent yet another shift away fiiom fiee and accessible tertiary education. This could mean that many students will 
be able to buy a place, witti an enby score inferior to ttiose who enter tiirough tiie usual means. 
The National Day of Action (which at ttie time of writing looks like being on 13 May) will probably have extra 
significance at UQ tills year given tfie importance of ttie Upficnt Fee issue. Remember, the Unbn v\flll be poweriess 
in stopping ttiis outiageous attack on your education unless you stand up and make your voice heard. The Unton is 
only as good and effiective as tiie sum of Its active membership. Be a part of tiie campaign to presen/e public 
education. Contact me on 33772293 or email: presidentunion(gmailbox.uq.edu.au. 
Yours in Unbn 
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Secretary — Lisa Chesters Treasurer's Report — 
Aaron M Meadows 
Education Rights Area 
Every single UQ student is a 
member of this Union. There 
are a number of vital services, 
support systems and 
representation that the UQ 
Union provides for students. 
These important responsibilities 
range from free BBQs, bands 
and the Red Room, to an 
employment web site and strong 
representation on University 
boards and committees. The list 
is endless . . . 
Communication between the 
Union and its members has 
fractured a lot in the last few or 
so years, For some time the 
elected officers of the Union 
have been criticised for planning 
the revolution from behind the 
glass walls of the Union fortress 
and for the lack of interest in 
representing the average 
student. To that 1 say if only we 
had time to plan for the 
revolution. Therefore my 
commitment to the student body 
is that I will endeavour to 
improve the Union's 
communication tools. 
This year will be a BIG year for 
the Union and I hope that we 
will build a strong and collective 
Union that will rise to the 
challenge. 
Yours in Unionism 
The Queer Department 
Bek and Sam 
I should start this report by 
mentioning that although the 
position of Treasurer is an 
important one in the Union, it is 
far from glamorous, so I shall 
endeavour to keep this short 
and sweet. 
The pace of the Union took an 
inevitable downturn approaching 
Christmas, but rather than sit 
around and enjoy the pre-festive 
torpor, I busied myself on a 
number of projects including a 
range of International Students 
issues. I also met with 
members of the Muslim 
Students Association about the 
possibility of Halal food in the 
refectories. I have also moved 
to implement measures to 
ensure your elected 
representatives are more 
accountable and thus sen/e you 
better. 
I'd finally like to pass comment 
on some of the more flagrant 
exaggerations bandied about in 
last year's election campaign. 
Contrary to popular belief, the 
Union is not in deficit, recession, 
debt or any other unsound 
financial position. Anyone who 
wishes to see copies of the 
budget is free to do so and I 
assure you that upon reading it 
you will be assured that the 
rumours were nothing but 
the desperate ranting of 
some very bitter and twisted 
folk indeed. 
The area consists of 2 office bearers, 1 resource organiser and a 
very funky collective. The primary reason for the department is to 
ensure that queer students have a voice on campus and to fight for 
queer liberation on a global scale. At the the St. Luda campus there 
is a space called The Garden Room, where you can go to read a 
magazine, do uni work, socialise with other queer students, have a 
coffee and anything else that you might like to do. During the year 
we will be organising a stack of events that we'd love you to get 
involved in. For further details please contact us on: 
33772200, Bek: ext 386 & Sam: ext 385 
One struggle, One fight, Queers of the world unite! 
The Education Rights Area 
consists of the Education Rights 
Officer (Aaron Marsham) and 
the Education Resource 
Organiser (Jason Kirby). 
The Resource Organiser can 
provide advice to students on 
matters such as: 
Withdrawal without academic 
penalty (including remission of 
HECS Debt in Special 
Circumstances) 
Exclusion and Appeals 
(including appeals against 
results) 
Disciplinary matters 
Fee issues 
All 'academic and 
administrative matters' that may 
effect undergraduate students 
throughout the course of their 
degree. All services provided 
are FREE and CONFIDENTIAL. 
To contact the resource 
organiser simply phone 
33772212 or e-mail 
jasonc(@mailbox.uq.edu.au. 
The Education Rights Officer is 
responsible for education 
campaigns and actions on 
campus, as well as the 
provision of information on 
education Issues to students. 
The Area's goal this semester is 
to restart the Education Action 
Collective and form a place 
where students can have their 
say on the Issues they feel are 
important. The collective will 
meet weekly at 1pm 
Wednesdays, upstairs in the 
Union Complex, if you want to drop me 
a line, contact 
33772200, or e-mail 
education.unlon@mailbox.uq.edu.au 
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T h e W o m e n ' s ' R i g h t s A r e a 
The Women's Rights Area ofthe UQ Union enjoys a proud history of activism on campus and in the community 
since its formal beginnings as the Women's Rights Standing Committee in 1974. Prior to this date, various 
unofficial feminist groups and a women's club existed but the Women's Rights Area now serves as a coordinating 
group for the burgeoning women's liberation movement on campus. 
Over the years women of the Women's Collective have been vocal on issues such as reproductive rights, 
institutional sexism in the University, and women's sexuality. Early achievements of the Area include the 
development of procedures to deal with occurrences like sexual harassment and assault, as well as the 
establishment of childcare services on campus. Throughout the years the Women's Rights Area has been at the 
forefront of many campaigns, utilising diverse strategies, from rallies and occupations to bookstalls, forums. 
Semper articles and political cartoons. 
In 2002, the Women's Area will be looking at the issues surrounding unionism, domestic 
violence, Indigenous rights, refugees and reproductive rights. Each year we partidpate 
in community collectives and events such as International Women's Day (8th March) 
and Reclaim the Night (end of October) and hold sodal events at which women can 
meet and network, such as Venus Rising (16th March). Among the new events starting 
this year will be a regular feminist reading group, tentatively titled 'Sista Speak'. 
The Women's Rights Area also provides confidential counselling and referrals and can 
help out women who are affected by sexism, harassment and violence. In addition, the 
Women's Rights Area is called on to represent the interests of women students to the 
University and the community through committees and forums. 
International Women's Day 
The iWD rally will be held on 
Saturday March 9th, meeling at 
3pm at i<ing George Square. The 
IWD collective has decided on 
seven themes fo march under, 
addressing issues such as No 
War, No Racism, Free the 
Refugees, Reproductive Rights 
for all Women and Refund the 
Domestic Violence Centre. The 
last collective meeting will be in 
the Brisbane City Library on 
Adelaide St, Monday 4th, 6pm. 
For more information contact Lani: 
37 208087 or 
cwynter@mailbox.uq.edu.au 
Check out the 0-Week program for more details on the orientation events organised by the Women's Rights Area. 
A great way to hear about and get involved in these and other events is to attend the Women's Action Collective 
(WAC), which happens in the Women's Room at 1p.m. every Tuesday of semester. WAC is women-only. The 
Women's Room is on Level 4 (upstairs) at the Union Building. It is a space for women only, and contains heaps of 
reading material, a computer with internet access, couches, coffee/tea-making fadlities and information about 
Union campaigns and events. 
For more info contact Liz, your Women's Rights Officer, on (07) 3377 2200 or womens.union@mailbox.uq.edu.au, and Chris, 
the Women's Rights Organiser, on (07) 3377 2242. 
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Environment Officer's Report — Jason Maher 
HI there kiddies! Welcome back to another year of conscientious 
study and higher learning...yeah, right. I'm your friendly 
neighbourhood Environment Officer, which means I'm here to make 
you aware of current environmental issues and to inform you of how 
you can be involved in seeking to ensure a sustainable future for our 
country and our planet. Some of the issues which I hope to 
concentrate on this year include the extensive land dearing problem 
in Queensland, the push for more sustainable transport practices 
(beginning with a fully-integrated and efficient public transport system 
which would benefit students greatly), widespread salinity problems, 
and the current state of the Kyoto agreement on greenhouse 
emissions. 
All students are members of the Environment Collective, so make the 
most of it and come along to our meetings and have your say on 
some of the important environmental issues. The collective meets 
every second Monday at 1:00pm, beginning 4th March in the Union 
Complex. 
International Students Officer 
Ezequiel Rebruj 
Welcome to the University of 
Queensland. I will take this 
opportunity to let you know that 
the Student Union is a vehicle 
for partidpation and involvement 
in the social, cultural and 
political aspects of the 
University. For any enquires 
contact me during office hours 
at the UQ Union building, or for 
urgent messages on 
0415 451320. 
Clubs ahd Societies Officer 
Peter Fenton 
Activities Officer 
Lara Furst 
Ipswich Campus pfficer 
: Jason McKay 
If you've ever wanted a say in 
what happens on campus, rock 
down to Activities and become part 
of the A-team. I aim on bringing in 
a number of events this year 
including Traffic', an electronic 
music night at the uni. Each 
This year we have big plans to 
make everyone's time here a 
truly enjoyable experience. We 
have several new Ipswich based 
clubs and societies planned, as 
well as several major functions, 
such as the Pre Cram Jam, 
movie nights, bands and BBQ's. 
We have plans for workshops 
on self-defence for women, and 
general safety out and about. 
And just in time for the new 
semester we have a bar 
opening on campus!!! For more 
information about what's coming 
up, come and see us In Building 
one. To keep updated 
throughout the year, leave your 
email address with us and 
check it regularly. 
edition of Semper I will be issuing ^^.^^^^^^^tm^^i^^^^m^m 
students a challenge (yes, blatant 
bribery) and, if you win that challenge, you will get a reward. This 
edition your mission is to find out what this year's O'week theme is, 
explain the fiying Toasters, and give the toaster a name. The first 
student to find their way to Activities on Level 2 ofthe Student Union 
Complex will be our winner. 
There are more than 110 clubs 
on campus, such as Faculty and 
Departmental, publishing, 
international, religious, 
recreational and cultural clubs. 
Two thirds of students are 
members of clubs, and 
Voluntary Student Unionism 
would jeopardise their funding. 
If you can not find a dub that 
suits your interests, you are 
encouraged to affiliate a club 
that caters for your needs. You 
can find us at Level 2 Union 
Complex, near the Red Room, 
phone 33772211 or email: 
clubofficer.union(gmailbox.uq.ed 
u.au. 
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Arts Faculty Officer — Lorna Oliver 
Hi everyone! 
I will be representing all Arts students 
on School and Faculty Boards wittiin 
tiie Faculty. If you have any concems 
relating to your studies wittiin ttiis 
Faculty, I'm ttie person to see. This 
year we want to improve ttie 
communication between tiie Union and 
tiie rest of ttie stiJdents. We plan to 
achieve tills ttirough the Student Unbn 
Network, and ttie SUN publication, 
which should be coming out on a 
monttily basis. 
A review of ttie School of English, 
Media Sbjdies and Art History is 
scheduled for ttiis semester. 1 am 
coordinating a submission on behalf of 
students. It would be great to have lots 
of people involved, so if you've studied 
In ttie Department and want to have 
your voice heard, please contad me 
and you can eittier contribute, or write 
your own submissbn. If you want to 
get involved in representation and your 
education e-mail me at 
arts.unbn@maibox.uq.edu.au. 
Best wishes for a great year - and 
good grades! 
Biological And Chemical Sciences 
(BACS) ~ Matt Kearney and 
Thoma§ Barsha 
This year should see plenty of 
action for BACS students. Already 
we've got a BBQ and band set to 
play in March, plans for some shin-
digs in the Red Room and plenty 
more. You'll be able to check it all 
out once we get a web site (linked 
to the ILC web site). So until then, 
sit tight and wait for what should be 
a top yeart 
You can get hold of us at 
bacs.union(gmailbox.uq.edu.au. 
Health Sdences Faculty Officer 
— Dave Graham 
As HS Faculty Officer I intend to 
represent healtti sdences students in all 
areas of ttieir studies, and assist witti 
any concems or questions about tiieir 
education. Recentiy 1 have been 
conducting surveys on medical 
students' opinions of ttie curiBnt exam 
protocols at UQ. If you have any 
questions or concems please drop me a 
line on eittier 3365-1111 ext 254, or 
healttisd.union@ 
mailbox.uq.edu.au. 
Cheers. 
Semper DID NOT 
receive exec 
reports 
from...Welfare Rights 
Officer, Gregory Ross; 
Student 
Representation Officer 
Edmee Le Roy; 
Postgraduate Officer 
Simon John Ross; 
Colleges Officers 
Serena Cheung and 
David Nixon; 
Engineering, Physical 
Sciences and 
Architecture Faculty 
Officers Sam Darvall 
and Matthew Payne; 
Natural Resources, 
Agriculture and 
Veterinary Sdences 
Faculty Officers Justin 
Timothy McMahon 
and Christina 
Tellefser. 
HAC Executive Report
 — Nick Brown 
An Issue which the union has already been pro-
active in this year is the provision of basic living 
necessities for the rural dinical students based 
in Hospitals at Toowoomba and Rockhampton. 
The promise of financial support for these 
students is much appreciated as the university 
and union both make steps to bridge the divide 
between students based on and off campus, as 
well as helping to expose medical students to life 
in a rural clinical setting — an important first step 
in getting more young doctors to practise in the 
country. On another positive note, preliminary 
steps have been made to begin the much 
needed make-over of the outdoor area at the 
Herston refectory. The 'dust-bowl' (as it has 
become known) is an area used by medical 
students, staff and members ofthe public 
moving between the medical school, the hospital 
and the trading areas located at Herston. 
Keepin' the finger on the pulse. 
Business, Economics and Law (BEL) 
Faculty Officers — Makisa Hoang 
and Michael Fox 
Hey there! We are responsible for 
student representation issues in the 
BEL Faculty. This Includes attending 
meetings, writing reports, and 
working in collaboration with other 
Union and University people. This 
year, we hope to achieve a greater 
degree of cohesiveness between the 
students across all campuses of our 
diverse faculty, and develop more 
effective channels of communication 
between the Union and BEL 
students. 
We encourage you to make use of 
Union-provided services, which 
entails more than just the trading 
areas. Join one of the many BEL 
Clubs or Societies! Look out for our 
regular correspondence throughout 
the semester via the Student Union 
Network (SUN). Contact us at: 
bel.union@mallbox.uq.edu.au 
Social and Behaivoural Sciences 
(SBS) Report — Selvin Kwong 
If you are a student of Behavioural 
Studies, Education, Journalism, 
Psychological Sdence, Sodal Sdence 
or Sodal Work at either St. Lucia or 
Ipswich, I am here to help you. If you 
experience any problems with your 
course structure, timetables, work 
placements, campus conditions, 
classroom conditions or contacts and 
resources, I am anxious to hear about 
them! 
This year will feature the School of 
Education Review and the launch of the 
Student Union Network (SUN) and its 
bulletin, as well as other activities to try 
to let students know that they have a 
Union. I'm keen to hear from anyone 
who wants to start a faculty club 
(something similar to the Social Work 
Student Association or the Psychology 
Student Association). This Is a good 
way for students doing the same 
studies to meet and communicate with 
each other, which you mightn't be able 
to do between classes. 
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...with Ahura Mazda 
•"" "RELfof6us~bublis~ •"" 
I WHO NEED A LIFE I 
There are quite a few people out there without something that would qualify as a 
life. Many of these people can be found at your local house of worship, Internet 
cafe, strip bar, or death metal concert. Hov/ever, while your average nerd won't try 
and convert people to their way of life, and your average strip bar patron would 
have their hands full, most religious dudes will. 
Many of us will have had the unpleasant experience of being constantly 
confronted by an overiy vocal fundamentalist wanting to convert you to their 
religion/movement/environmental group. Well, at least 1 have. I probably shouldn't 
wear that 'convert me' T-shirt out in public so much. 1 think I purchased it at a 
Madonna concert. 
Anyone who actually takes delight in having their lunch hour wasted by some 
moron constantly going on about the Kingdom of God, the evils of going to the 
toilet, and being told that masturbating is a one-way ticket to hell, will be happy to 
know that they can now be told all this in the comfort of their own 
home. Oh joy. 
The Internet is filled with many sites made by people with biased views that try 
and pass themselves off as being objective; 
(http://www.serve.com/larryj/cult.htm) is just one of those sites. According to 
the site's author, the only religion that is not a cult is Christianity which makes 
him the perfect candidate to become a National Party Senator. 
CyberSects on the web http://cybersect5.n3.net/ 
Yet another site like this is Many Paths to One Goal? - A Comparative Analysis of 
The Major Worid Religions (http://www.comparatlverellgion.com/), which gives 
an analysis of some common religions from a "christian" perspective, which really 
means lots of references to Jesus, and that all non-christian religions will be poo-
poo'd. This site is a must-read for anybody with lots of time that they desperately 
need to waste. 
Religions and 101 Cults (http://religion-cults.com) is another website dedicated 
to analysis of the worlds religions from a Christian viewpoint, and is 
the work of a Dr. Domingues. Predictably he basically says a few complimentary 
things about non-Christian religions, and then takes a dump on them for not being 
Christian. 
While it may sound new and novel. Politically Incorrect Roman Catholidsm 
(http://members.aol.com/drjones0607) is, as it turns out, just plain old ordinary 
Roman Catholicism given a hip new name. While this site appears to have been 
removed from AOL, I can assure you that anybody who's been to a City-Country 
Alliance branch meeting would have a good idea of what he is about. 
And finally ever wanted to know more about the man the Liberal Party likes to 
use as their religious/moral compass? Well, wonder no more, because all the 
information that he wants you to know about himself can be found at Tony Abbott 
Liberal for Warringah (http://www.tonyabbott.com.au/). That is, if the 
person who made the site had bothered to make it work. 
Woody Allen, Pedro Almodovor, Robert Altmon, Lindsay 
Anderson, Pcul Thomas Anderson, Kenneth Anger, 
Mkhoelangelo AntonionI, Gregg Aroki, Porio Argenio, 
Mario Bava, Roberto Benigni, Ingmar Bergmon, Bernardo 
Bertolucci, Luc Be$son, Luis Bunuel, Tim Burton, Jane. 
Campion, Jean Cocteau, Joel & Ethan Coen, f rancis Ford 
Coppola, Roger Corman, Alex Cox, Paul Cox, Dovid 
Cronenberg, Rolf De Heer, Brian De Palma, Atom Egoyan, 
Sergei Eisenslein, Reiner Werner Fassbinder, Federko 
Felllni, Abel Ferrorojohn Ford, Jess Franco, Ludo Fulcl, 
Sam Fuller, Terry Gilliam, Jean-Luc Godard, Peter 
Greenaway, Lasse Hallstrom, Hoi Hartley, Howard Hawks, 
Wemer Heaog, Alfred Hitchcock, Peter Jocksot^, Derek 
Jorman, Jim Jormusch, Aleiandfo iodorowski, Wong 
Kor-Woi, Aki Kaurlsmaki, Knysxtof Kieslowski, Harmony 
Korine, Stanley Kubrick, Aktra Kurosawa, Emir Kusturica, 
Fritz Lang, Ang Lee, Spike Lee, Mike Leigh, Sergio Leone, 
Herschell Gordon Lewis, Richard Unkloler, Ken Loach, 
George Lucos, David Lynch, Terrence Malick, Louis Malle, 
David Mamet, fiuss Meyer, Errol Morris, Paul Morrissey, 
Nagisa OsHlma, Pier Paolo Pasolini, Sam i'eckinpah, 
, Roman Polanski, Sally Potter, Sam Rotmi, Jeon Renoir, 
Nicolas Roeg, Jeon Rollin, George A Romero, Ken Russell, 
John Sayles, Paul Schroder, Martin Scorsese, Kevin Smith, 
Steven Soderbergh, Oliver Stone, Quentin Tarantino, 
Francois Truffout, Tom Twyker, Roger Vodim, Gus Von 
Sent, Luchino Visconti, Lars Von Trier, John Woters, Orson 
Welles, Wim Wenders, Billy Wilder, John Woo, Edward D 
Wood Jr, Franco ZeHirelli,... 
I 
I 
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CHILDREN BYCHOICE 
ASSOCIAnONW(X)RPORAlHl 
UNINTENDED PREGNANCY COUNSELLOR 
WORKSHOP 
CHILDREN BY CHOICE PRESENT 
UNINTENDED PREGNANCY COUNSELLOR 
WORKSHOP. 
A WORKSHOP FOR STUDENTS WHO 
WOULD LIKE TO UNDERSTAND THE ISSUES 
WOMEN FACE WITH AN UNINTENDED 
PREGNANCY AND WHO ARE INTERESTED 
IN LEARNING HOW TO ASSIST WOMEN 
WHO ARE SEEKING INFORMATION, 
REFERRAL AND COUNSELLING ON ALL 
PREGNANCY OPTIONS. 
THE WORKSHOP IS DESIGNED TO BE 
INTERACTIVE, INFORMATIVE AND 
CHALLENGING AND IS DEVELOPED WITH 
THE ADULT LEARNER IN MIND. 
PARTICIPANTS WILL BE WORKING 
INDIVIDUALLY, IN SMALL GROUPS AS WELL 
AS WITHIN THE LARGER GROUP BEFORE 
REGISTERING, PLEASE PHONE EMMY OR 
MARYKE TO DISCUSS THE NATURE OF THE 
WORKSHOP'S ACTIVITIES AND TO ENSURE 
THE WORKSHOP MEETS YOUR 
EXPECTATIONS. 
DATES: MARCH 28^" AND 29"'"" OF 
JANUARY (TWO DAY 
WORKSHOP) 
COST $27.50 
PHONE: (07) 3357 5570 OR (07)3357537 
AND ASK FOR Emmy or Maryke 
Fax: (07) 3857 6246 
Address; P.O. Box 2005. 
Windsor. 
QLD 4030 
E-mai l : 
advocacy@childrenbychoice.org.au 
Can you cut if for a cure? 
Challenge issued to University 
Students to put a price on their hair. 
University students are being 
challenged to cut (or colour) their 
hair in the Leukemia Foundation's 
World's Greatest Shave for a Cure 
(WGS) on 14-16 March 2002. 
www.worldsgreatestshave.com 
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plug it! 
ecobug 
ECOBUG is UQ's organic food buying collective. Run by students, not-for-profit, we 
operate weekly by coliaberating individual orders for fresh organic produce, making it 
cheaper and more accessible for the community. Supporting organic farming practices 
is just one step towards creating a more environmentally connected society And 
through individual actions and life choices we can all start to make a difference. 
ECOBUG operates weekly. Order on Mondays, pick-up and pay on Tuesdays. Further 
details can be seen at our room (under the main refect, between The Red Room and 
Schoneil Theatre), on the notice board upstairs ofthe Union building, or by contacting 
Vaun at <frisby_d@hotmail.com> or phone 3846 6697. 
Greening Australia Training Courses, 
The coutses are cheap ($22 for students) or free in regbnal areas. 
A Native Seed Collecting course for beginners will be held in Brisbane on Saturday 09 Manch or at 
Manaochy on Sunday 17 February. Both courses teach practical skills on how to collect native seed 
from plants. 
Then you can go on to take one-day courses like; 
the Rainforest Ecotone Recovery Team Workshop (19 Febmary), 
the beginner's Weed Ecology & Management course (Sal 06 April), 
the Advanced Seed Collection Workshop (Sunday 11 May) or take a 3-day 
TAFE accredrted training course in Weed Recognition (2,9,16 May) 
If you already know a little about native vegetation, but are looking for a certificate and a few extra skills 
to help you land an enjoyable job, you could do the Advanced Native Plant Identification courses in 
Sedges and Rushes (Saturday 02 March) or Grasses (Sunday 24 Manch). 
If you're really more interested in where the fishies swim, you might want to take a Caring for 
Creekline Vegetation course for beginners (Saturday 23 March), wtiich you could folbw up wUh an 
advanced course in Water Quality & Monitoring Techniques (Friday 19 April or 28 June). 
Register at www.qld.greeningaustralia.org.au 
For more information email communitytrainingigqid.greeningaustralia.org.au or phone 
Megan Whitta on (07) 39024412. 
The Brisbane IMC hopes to foster and encourage an independent and experimental media culture in 
Brisbane. Our initial information dissemination tool will be the website currently in the works -
www.brisbane.indymedia.org.au. We are interested in text, photographic, audio and video pieces for 
uploading to the site. People will be able to access media production equipment and organising 
space in the media space at the old 4ZZZ infoshop al 264 Barry Pde, Fortitude Valley. We hope to 
expand into hosting print projects, experimental media and video showings, community radio and 
television broadcasting. 
The website is an open publishing media site which means that anyone with access to a 
webbrowser can upload text, photographic, audio and video articles to the site, which are then 
hosted on the site. The content is uncensored and bypasses the editorial control of the corporate 
media. This means that it is a directly democratic medium, available to everyone to consume and 
produce, critique and discuss. News, commentary, discussion - all forms of media are welcomed. 
We need help so if you'd like to come to collective, we meet at the old Triple Zed infoshop (264 
Barry Parade, Fortitude Valley) at 6.30 Wednesday nights, We are interested in people with technical 
ability, particularly webcoding, event organisers, media producers, activists, lovely people who want 
to donate equipment (please! Whatever you've got!) or even money (I) or simply time, We 
will be fundraising soon as we have rent, bandwidth and equipment costs to cover, so if you'd like to 
help out organise events or perform, please contact us. 
To join the Brisbane IMC email list, go to vww.coollist.com and subscribe to 
brisbane-imc. For more details email ba2(5)techie.com or call Barry on 0417 514 858. 
TRASH VIDEO'S FILM CLUB 
A NEW "FILM CLUB" EVERY WEEK! January 30th sees the return of our 
Wednesday night screenings at Souths Leagues Club next to the river in West 
End. Relax in the upstairs bar area, enjoy the bar and restaurant sen/ice as 
we bring you the strange, the classic and the essential in Trash Cinema!!! Just 
in case you haven't found Souths yet: go past Trash to the end of Vulture St 
and turn right into Montague Rd. Davies Park is 50m along Montague Rd on 
your left - turn left into Jane St and head towards the river, then the next left 
which takes you to the Clubhouse (also known as "The Winery"). All tickets are 
$5 (or $12 with a meal and free drink), and all programs start at 7pm SHARP. 
7pm WEDNESDAY 27lh FEBRUARY: EL-STUMPOs BIRTHDAY PARTY with MONDO 
BIZARRO!!! 
MONDO BIZARRO - 7pm WEDNESDAY MARCH 6th: SHORT FILM & DOCUMENTARY 
NIGHT 
PETER JACKSON AT THE DARWIN AWARDS, Or People Are Not As Smart As They 
Think 
The Wild World 01 Hasil Adkins (1991) 
Thirst (1975) 
Heavy Metal Parking Lot (1985) 
Brass Eye (2001) 
Peter Jacksons Forgotten Silver (1996) 
7pm WEDNESDAY MARCH 13th: "WE ARE THE WEIRD" THE AMERICAN 
UNDERGROUND 
Hold Me While I'm Naked (George Kuchar, 1966) 
Chafed Elbows (Robert Downey Sr, 1965) 
Julian donkey-boy 
7pm WEDNESDAY 20th MARCH: PORNO CHIC 
Nude On The Moon (1962) 
Wadd: The Life And Times Of John C. Holmes (1998) Just a word of caution: "Wadd" is 
not hardcore, but DEFINITELY RATED R, AND SOME SCENES MAY OFFEND. 
The Big Gay Day Out 
is on March 10 at Wickham Tee, 
the Valley! The festival will see the 
debut of Jandy Rainbow's new CD, 
GENDERF—K, performed by The 
Twang Gang. 'Genderfuck' is 
being released for lobbying 
purposes, and is a social comment 
on the way transgender people are 
discriminated against. Despite the 
fact that the Queensland Anti-
Discrimination Act promotes 
equality for everyone, regardless 
of gender, transgender people are 
not covered by the Act. 
It's a $2 donation to get in to the 
Big Gay Day Out, with all proceeds 
going to the Gay and Lesbian 
Welfare Association (GLWA) 
counselling service and various 
youth-related charities aimed at 
preventing youth suicide. 
Festivities will go from midday to 
midnight, with Deni Hinze and 
Aneiki heading the line-up. 
Staving Human-The Brisbane Social Forum 
The terrorist attacks on the World 
Trade Centre in New York on 11 
September generated a political 
Shockwave that caused some 
activists to momentarily lose their 
bearings. 
Establishment figures hoped it 
would spell the end of the 
movement. In US President George 
W Bush's words, "If you are not 
with us, you are with the terrorists". 
But despite the intimidation and 
repression post-September, the 
movement is back on its feet— 
100,000 demonstrating against the 
neo-liberal economic policies and 
war-mongering of European Union 
leaders in Brussels last December. 
2001 was a year of fantastic 
developments but also one of 
serious challenges, and highlighted 
the need for activists to come 
together to discuss key issues 
confronting the movement. The 
Brisbane Social Forum is being 
developed as a mechanism to do 
just that. 
It is an exciting and innovative 
concept for people wishing to 
discuss issues of peace, globalisation, 
justice and environmental sustainability 
with the aim of encouraging discussion 
and co-operation between groups and 
individuals to strengthen and build a 
movement for change. 
Its specific objectives are to provide an 
opportunity: 
*For information sharing about key 
issues and campaigns 
*To develop "cross-movement" 
strategies 
*To debate tactics, strategies and 
politics 
*To discuss visions and alternatives to 
"capitalism" and "globalisation" 
*For people who are new to the 
movement to gain an understanding of 
who is doing what, how and why 
The idea of the Brisbane Social Forum 
came from the World Social Forum 
that took place in Porto Allegro in 
Brazil in January 2001. A direct 
counter to the World Economic Forum, 
the World Social Forum was inspired 
by the theme 'Another World is 
Possible' and attracted 10,000 
participants from across the globe. 
The first Brisbane Social Forum will be 
a two-day event held over the 
weekend of 16 and 17 March, 
structured on an "open space" 
model, with the agenda for the forum 
defined on the day by those who 
attend. (For more information on the 
"open space" model, see 
http://openspaceworld.org/) 
In a fantastic boost for the launch of 
the BSF, Michael Albert—co-founder 
of Boston-based Z magazine and 
Znet (www.zmag.org)—will be 
travelling to Brisbane to be a keynote 
speaker at the opening session. 
As well, US hip-hop artist Michael 
Franti of Spearhead (and previously 
Disposable Heroes of HipHoprisy) 
will be performing a spoken word 
event at the conference as part of 
their Australian national tour. 
If you would like more information 
on tlie Brisbane Social Forum or 
would like to be involved in 
helping to promote and organise 
the conference, please contact 
Daniel Franks or John Hepburn on 
3846-5793, Sean VIckery on 0500-
577-779, or Alison Stewart on 
0407-150-728 or check out 
www.brisbanesocialforum.org. 
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semper launch 
theredroom 
uq u n i o n bar & b i s t f o 
.UQ 
union 
tickets from: 
25 Feb -1 March 25 Feb -1 March 
UQ Students 
$22 non UQ students 
on the door $i8/$25 
sTrnper^  f lov-eat. 
MOT FOR DISPLAY .UQ 
union 
You Am I • 
Eskimo Joe 
naturalamphitheatre 
(entry opposite to wordsmiths) 
I 
paulmac 
georof 
2 Dogs • Rhubarb • Zepliyr Timbr 
Tlie Butterfly Effect • Cut Copy • Geoff Blunter 
4:30pm-11:00pm friday 2002 
^'^ photo identification required for bar access 
